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Summary

Polypropylene (PP) was discovered in the early 1950s. Since then PP has grown
to a commodity polymer with numerous grades for specific end uses. By con-
trolling the polymer chemistry it is now feasible to generate a range of poly-
propylenes possessing mechanical properties varying from a thermoplast to an
elastomer. Stereo-regularity and its distribution along the chain play a crucial
role in the development of these polymers.
The degree of stereo-regularity as well as the stereo-defect distribution of poly-
propylene are strongly dependent on the catalyst and on the polymerization con-
ditions. In this thesis we have investigated the crystallization behavior of iPPs
with varying isotacticity as a function of the stereo-defect distribution based on
the origin of the catalyst. More specifically, Ziegler-Natta catalysts introduce
a block-like distribution of stereo-defects, and the samples used derived from
metallocene catalysis, yielded a random distribution. For this purpose various
techniques were used, such as: wide-angle x-ray scattering, electron microscopy,
differential scanning calorimetry and rheometry.

With respect to crystallization behavior it was observed that for both molecular
structures an increasing amount of stereo-defects suppresses the crystallinity and
gives rise to larger amounts of the � polymorph, especially on slow cooling. The
metallocene derived iPPs show a stronger dependence on the stereo-defects com-
pared to the Ziegler-Natta derived materials. Differences in molecular structure
are displayed in the melting temperatures which are for Ziegler-Natta derived
iPP structurally higher compared to the metallocene samples. The morphologies
observed for Ziegler-Natta derived iPP are rather similar to those presented in
literature. For example in stereo-irregular Ziegler-Natta samples an overgrowth
of the � lamellae with � phase is observed. However, metallocene samples show
considerable morphological variations with varying tacticity. In poorly isotac-
tic metallocene PP curved lamellar morphologies are observed which may be
caused by incorporation of a part of randomly distributed stereo-defects within
the crystal lattice.

After solid state analysis of various polypropylenes, the behavior in the melt
was investigated. Different catalysts systems, especially in Ziegler-Natta cataly-
sis, can also yield different molecular weight distribution or, for example add a
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high molecular weight tail to the distribution. It has been proved that a number
of parameters, derived from dynamic rheometry experiments, are suitable for de-
scribing the molecular weight distribution or related variables. The characteristic
relaxation time and the Cross model parameter 	 appeared to correlate with each
other. Both these parameters show a dependency on the ��� � ��� , which may be
important for describing the crystallization behavior of the material especially
during flow. 	���� � was found to correlate with the molecular weight distribution
( � � � � � ) nearly independent of the molecular weight and synthesis route of the
used materials. Furthermore, the linear viscoelastic behavior of isotactic poly-
propylenes in the melt is not influenced by their tacticity, as it is evident from
similar plateau moduli from samples with a different degree of tacticity.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Polypropylene

1.1.1 History
Polypropylene (PP) was discovered in the early 1950s. In 1953 Ziegler dis-
covered that polyethylene could be prepared with a mixture of metal salts and
transition metal salts (Busico and Cipullo (2001)). Giulio Natta succeeded in
preparing polypropylene using the Ziegler catalyst and was able to obtain and
characterize isotactic PP by fractionation (Salamone (1996)). In 1957 polypro-
pylene was taken into commercial production (Karger-Kocsis (1995)). Since
then major developments in the production and applications of PPs have oc-
curred. The polymer yield of the catalyst (the so-called Ziegler-Natta catalysts)
has increased enormously from ��� � kg/(gram catalyst) to more than � �� kg/(gram
catalyst) along with a significant increase in isotacticity, over four different gen-
erations of the Ziegler-Natta catalyst system (Salamone (1996) and Chadwick
(2002)). In normal practice the term polypropylene means isotactic polypropy-
lene obtained from Ziegler-Natta catalysis.

1.1.2 Properties and economic relevance
Polypropylene has grown to a commodity polymer with numerous grades for
specific end uses. At present, the physical properties of PP can be tailored to
the requirements with respect to processing and structure. To achieve the desired
properties several modifications of PP could be obtained during the polymeriza-
tion.
The catalyst involved during the polymer synthesis is a complex system. Better
understanding of the mechanism involved has lead to the development of flexi-
ble, economical and environmental friendly polymers and their products. Flexi-
bility of the material can be noticed in the processibility (molding and extrusion)
where the polymer chains can easily be oriented into high modulus thin films and
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fibers (Salamone (1996)), and the versatility of PP is enormous. Another major
advantage of using polypropylene is the recyclability of the polymer which is
becoming an important issue. In normal circumstances polypropylene obtained
after recycling is usually blended with ”virgin” PP and is again used for applica-
tions (Harper (1999)). Such a recycling process was started in Germany in 1984
yielding 3000 tonnes/year of recycled polypropylene.
During the 1990s the worldwide demand for polypropylene grew almost 7 % per
year (Salamone (1996)). Currently, the worldwide production of PP is around 30
million tonnes per annum.

1.1.3 Development of metallocene catalysis

Metallocenes have been known for a long time. In 1952 the first Ferrocenes
were synthesized by Wilkinson and Fisher (Kaminsky (1996)). For a long time
metallocene catalysts failed to have an impact on the industrial applications. The
activities of the catalysts were poor and so the metallocenes were only used for
scientific studies. However this situation changed dramatically when in 1977,
methylaluminiumoxane (MAO) was found to activate the metallocene catalysts
enormously (Kaminsky (1996)).
The property profile of metallocene derived plastics is much better controllable
because metallocene catalysis is homogeneous in contrast to the heterogeneous
Ziegler-Natta catalysts. For that reason the metallocene products are more ho-
mogeneous in terms of stereo-regularity and the molecular weight distribution as
will be explained in more detail in Section 1.3.2. These new generations of poly-
mers are of great scientific interest. With these metallocene catalysts, new tech-
nologies are being developed to establish a better morphology control at lower
costs. Several companies like Exxon and Basell, are now offering commercial
quantities of isotactic polypropylene based on metallocene catalysis.

1.2 Stereo-isomerism and stereo-regularity
Polypropylene is a stereoregular polymer. The stereoregular nature is deter-
mined by the position of methyl side-groups along the main chain as illustrated
in Fig. 1.1a. This means that the neighboring methyl groups in the polypropylene
chain can have two stereo-isomeric positions with respect to each other.
The three typical stereo-configurations that can be distinguished in polypropy-
lene are: isotactic, syndiotactic and atactic (as presented in Fig. 1.1b, c and d,
respectively). NMR is the tool most commonly used to determine the degree of
regularity within the polymer. The relative position of two methyl groups (a diad)
can be described by m (a meso-diad), known as isotactic or by r (a racemic-diad),
which is referred to as syndiotactic, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
The degree of stereo-regularity in a sample is often defined as the percentage
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Figure 1.1: Isomerism in polypropylene; a. chemical structure of poly-
propylene; b. isotactic polypropylenes; c. syndiotactic
polypropylene; c. atactic polypropylene, as illustrated by
Karger-Kocsis (1995).

Figure 1.2: The m, meso-diad and the r, racemic diad, depending on the
relative position of the CH � -group as described by Busico
and Cipullo (2001).

of isotactic- or syndiotactic-pentads, % mmmm or % rrrr, respectively. This
represents the content of five successive methyl-groups that are in the isotactic-
or syndiotactic-position with respect to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.
As a consequence of stereo-regularity in a polymer, the chains can adopt a stable,
specific overall conformation, which for isotactic polypropylene is a ��� helical
structure. This allows crystallization of chains (Moore (1996)). In contrast, fully
atactic polypropylene is unable to crystallize. Different crystal modifications are
known of isotactic polypropylene such as the � , � and � phase as well as an
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Figure 1.3: The isotactic pentad mmmm, and the syndiotactic pentad
rrrr (Busico and Cipullo (2001)).

mesomorphic crystal structure. These are explained in more detail in Chapter 3
of the thesis.

1.3 Catalysis and stereo-defect distribution

1.3.1 Single stereo-defects
In this thesis only isotactic polypropylenes have been investigated. The amount
of stereo-defects and their distribution is mainly dependent on the catalyst used
during polymerization. An example is propylene polymerization using a metal-
locene catalyst possessing a � � -symmetry with two non-equivalent coordination
sites. These two sites are occupied by the growing chain and by the incoming
monomer. The configuration of the catalyst reduces the chance of two successive
mis-insertions to close to zero. This results from the combined effects of chain
migratory insertion and chain back-skip after insertion, leading to insertion tak-
ing place mainly at the more enantioselective site. The metallocene-derived sam-
ples used in the present work were prepared using � � -symmetric zirconocenes
as described by Dietrich et al. (1999). For these polymers the rmrm pentads are
shown in Fig. 1.4, which indicates that successive mis-insertions are essentially
absent. Details about the presence of isolated stereo-defects in the polypropylene
chains in various metallocene catalyst systems are given by Müller and Rieger
(2002).

Figure 1.4: The pentad rmrm which is hardly observed in polypropy-
lenes derived from certain C ! -symmetric metallocene cat-
alysts (Müller and Rieger (2002) and Busico and Cipullo
(2001)).

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated (Busico et al. (1999) and Busico et al.
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(1997)) that successive mis-insertions are essentially absent from isotactic se-
quences in polypropylenes prepared using heterogeneous, MgCl " -supported Ziegler-
Natta catalysts, strongly indicative of the presence of # ! -symmetric propagating
species in these systems.

Figure 1.5: Illustration of an isotactic chain segment with a single
stereo-defect (isolated stereo-defect), taken from Busico and
Cipullo (2001).

In summary, for all the materials used for this thesis, stereo-defects are predomi-
nantly present as single stereo-defects (isolated stereo-defects), illustrated as the
rr sequence in Fig. 1.5.

1.3.2 Stereo-defect distribution
The degree of stereo-regularity is strongly dependent on the catalyst and on the
polymerization conditions. Different catalyst systems yield different types of
stereo-defect distribution. For both metallocene and Ziegler-Natta systems, the
absolute distribution of chain defects is determined by the nature of the active
species.
Busico et al. (1999) has shown that the chain irregularities in isotactic polypro-
pylene prepared with heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta catalysts are not randomly
distributed along the polymer chain. The chain therefore has a stereo-block dis-
tribution of stereo-defects, in which the polymer chains comprise highly isotac-
tic segments, defect-rich (”isotactoid”) segments and syndiotactic (”isotactoid”)
segments (Chadwick (2002)).

Figure 1.6: Stereo-block structure of Ziegler-Natta derived isotactic
polypropylene.

In metallocene catalysis the stereo-defect distribution is dependent on the sym-
metry of the active site(s) involved. Highly isotactic polypropylenes can be pro-
duced using �%$ symmetric metallocene catalysts. These contain two equivalent
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coordination sites thus with the same stereoselectivity. All coordinations lead
to identical stereoselective insertions yielding an isotactic chain. #'& symmetric
complexes have two coordination sites which are mirror images having an ex-
actly opposite stereoselectivity. These types of metallocene catalysts are used to
produce syndiotactic polypropylene. Finally the # ! symmetric metallocene com-
plexes have two non-equivalent sites from which one is isospecific and the other
one aspecific or less isospecific. Unbridged # ! symmetric catalysts are said to
be oscillating complexes. This causes changes in the stereospecific nature of the
active sites. These oscillating catalysts yield iPP with isotactic and less isotactic
or even atactic blocks within a chain. The bridged # ! symmetric catalysts have
a stereospecific nature of the sites which is fixed and therefore produce iPP with
randomly distributed stereo-defects. These catalysts can be used to produce less
stereoregular polypropylenes (Müller and Rieger (2002) and Kaminsky (1996)).
The metallocene derived polypropylenes used in this thesis were synthesized
using bridged # ! symmetric metallocene catalysts and thus contain randomly
distributed stereo- (and/or regio-) defects.

1.4 The outline of the thesis
In this thesis we aim to investigate the crystallization behavior of iPPs with
varying tacticity as a function of molecular structure (stereo-defect distribution)
based on the origin of the catalyst. For this purpose several experimental meth-
ods and data treatments were used as explained in Chapter 2. The polymorphism
and morphological features of iPP are of major concern and are therefore treated
together with the relevant literature in Chapter 3.
The crystallization behavior was investigated with the help of electron microscopy,
wide-angle x-ray scattering and differential scanning calorimetry for iPP with
various amounts of stereo-defects. Materials with two different molecular struc-
tures were used: metallocene derived iPP possessing a random distribution of
stereo-defects (Chapter 4) and iPP produced with Ziegler-Natta catalysis having
a block-like distribution of stereo-defects (Chapter 5). An overview and discus-
sion about similarities and differences between these two structurally different
materials is given in Chapter 6. In the latter chapter model calculations are also
presented in order to explain the experimental results better.
Chapter 7 presents the dynamic flow behavior and crystallization of various iPPs,
synthesized with metallocene and Ziegler-Natta catalysts. Parameters such as
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution are discussed in terms of
flow behavior and their relation to crystallization.



Chapter 2

Experimental methods

2.1 Introduction

In this thesis PP is investigated using electron microscopy, differential scanning
calorimetry and wide-angle x-ray scattering. In this chapter these methods and
the associated experimental issues are described in brief.

2.2 Electron microscopy and thin film preparation

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of thin iPP films has been performed us-
ing Philips XL (�� FEG-ESEM equipment. Some additional morphology studies
were performed with a transmission electron microscope (TEM), Joel JEM ) ����
FX. Thermal treatments were performed using a Linkam hotstage, TMS *��� .
Thin films of iPP were produced by dissolving the material in chlorocyclopen-
tane ( ) - + ml) to which one drop of decaline was added, which stimulates a good
spreading of the solution on the substrate. A thin layer of this solution was spread
on a glass-plate. After evaporation of the solvent, the thin film was melt crys-
tallized. After cooling a thin layer of carbon or gold was evaporated onto the
surface of the iPP film. The thin top layer enhances the conductivity needed to
achieve a good contrast in SEM.

The TEM samples consisted of thin iPP films. Carbon was evaporated onto these
films to provide film strength. Hereafter the films were coated with drops of
25 , acrylic acid in water, which was left to dry for 12 hours. This allowed the
material to be peeled off from the glass plate. The acrylic acid was dissolved in
water, and the small pieces of polymer film with carbon layer thus obtained were
put on TEM-grids.
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2.3 Differential scanning calorimetry
DSC experiments were performed using a power compensated differential scan-
ning calorimeter, Perkin Elmer Pyris 7. In these experiments a negative heatflow
is defined as an exothermal process and a positive heatflow as an endothermal
one. Small amounts of polymer (typically 2-3 mg) were put into the pans. Af-
ter a first quick melting and crystallization of the sample, specific temperature
treatments were applied. The melting- and crystallization temperatures were de-
termined from the maximum of the melting endotherm and the minimum of the
crystallization exotherm, respectively.

Various cooling rates were applied from the melt while recording the heatflow
during cooling (crystallization) and heating (melting). For most samples, heat-
ing experiments were performed immediately after crystallization by controlled
cooling. For some of the metallocene derived samples possessing poor tacticity
(≤57.1 , mmmm), this procedure did not yield a reproducible melting point. The
determination of the maximum of the melting endotherm was hindered by the
rather broad melting traject of these samples. In these poor-tactic materials the
melting temperature was determined via a different procedure. The samples were
cooled at a rate of )�- C/min, and subsequently annealed at room temperature for
24 hours. The heating curves obtained after this treatment yielded reproducible
melting points. Compared to the highly isotactic materials the melting enthalpy
in these polymers is low.

2.4 Wide-angle x-ray scattering
X-ray experiments were performed to investigate crystallization aspects of a
polymer. A mono-chromatic x-ray beam is scattered by certain planes within
the crystalline structure, at a specific diffraction angle . . The relation between
this diffraction angle and the regular spacing of the crystal plane / is given by
Bragg’s equation: 
�01)�/ · 2 3 45. (2.1)

The angle of the incoming beam to the crystallographic plane is again . , and
the total diffraction angle between the incoming and the outgoing beam is 2 .
(Fig. 2.1). Therefore wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) patterns are plotted as
the intensity versus 2 . .
A crystal-structure consists of unit-cells, which are the smallest repeating units
in the regular crystalline structure. The unit-cell dimensions are described by 6 ,7

and 8 and their opponent angles � , � and � . Within the crystal structure repeat-
ing crystallographic planes with a distance / are present. The crystallographic
planes are indexed as (hkl) reflections, which are dependent on the unit-cell struc-
ture. As an example the relation between the d-spacing and the (hkl) reflections
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Figure 2.1: A set of crystal-planes at an angle . from the incident beam.

(Chung et al. (1993)) is given for an orthorhombic unit-cell structure for which� = � =� = 9��- : �/ 0
: "
6 "<;

= "7 ">;
? "
8 " (2.2)

The x-ray experiments were performed at the high resolution wide-angle x-ray
scattering beamline ID11 at the the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF) in Grenoble (France). The wavelength was set as 
�0@�A� B� � Å. A two-
dimensional ( ) D) detector was used for collection of the scattered patterns.

2.4.1 Subtraction of the amorphous halo

Air scattering was subtracted from the two-dimensional ( ) D) diffraction pattern.
In case of a powder sample the diffraction is isotropic. By circular integration
of a ) D pattern, the one-dimensional ( � D) intensity I (q) versus )�. was obtained.
This integrated pattern was normalized by defining the total area equal to one.
In order to quantify the crystallinity, the contribution of the amorphous part of
the material was subtracted. To do so an amorphous halo was measured at room
temperature, immediately after quenching a low-isotactic sample ( CD(�* ; (*A� B %
mmmm) having negligible crystallinity. The applied amorphous pattern was air-
scattering subtracted, integrated and normalized as described for the crystalline
case.
Subtracting the amorphous content from the crystalline pattern requires a weight-
factor, which is empirically set by equating the maximum of the amorphous halo
to the minimum between the E ��� �F G and the E �+��AF G diffraction peaks. The shaded
region in Fig. 2.2 shows the weighted amorphous region. The resulting pattern
after subtraction is given in Fig. 2.3 (Burgt van der et al. (2002)).
The procedure described above is essential to avoid errors in the quantification
of the � and � phase due to overlapping of several reflections in the 2 . regionBA� H�-%I1) .>IJ��� - (Fig. 2.2).
The crystallinity was calculated directly by integrating the amorphous-subtracted
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Figure 2.2: Normalized intensity versus 2 K for the WAXS-pattern of sam-
ple L<MAN . The shaded region is the underlying amorphous
halo scaled as described in the text. O P QRS T and O P�P�U�S V are
the diagnostic reflections for the indicated phase.

pattern. Since the X-ray patterns have been normalized, the integrated area is
equal to the fraction of crystallinity in the sample.

2.4.2 Determining the ratio W / X phase

Differences in Y and Z crystal modifications are expressed best in the reflectionsO P QRS T ( [ K ' \A] M^ ) and O P�P�U�S V ( [ K ' _A] Q^ ), respectively. These reflections are
used as diagnostic reflections to identify the indicated phase.
To calculate the ratio of the Y and Z phase the peak areas of the non-overlapping
parts of the diagnostic reflections are determined. These are shown as shaded
regions in Fig. 2.3. The non-shaded part of the peaks is not due to amorphous
content in the material, but originates from overlapping of the peaks, mainlyO P QRS T , O PP US V and neighboring peaks. This makes an exact determination of the
areas of the O P QRS T and O PP US V difficult.
The fraction of Z crystallinity ( ` V ) was calculated by the equation below:

`aV<b c Vc T d c V (2.3)

where A represents the peak-area for the relevant reflections. No further smooth-
ing or filtering of the data was needed.
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Figure 2.3: WAXS-pattern after subtraction of the amorphous halo. The
shaded areas indicate the diagnostic reflections of the Y andZ phase, which are used for quantification of the two phases.

2.5 High-pressure treatment

For the high pressure experiments we used a piston type of pressure cell (Hikosaka
and Seto (1982)). The samples were sandwiched in between two diamond win-
dows which enables in-situ x-ray experiments. The pressure on the sample is
generated hydrostatically by a precise movement of two pistons, provided by
a pressure regulated flow of nitrogen gas. The smooth motion of the pistons
allowed for a maintenance of a constant pressure during any volume change re-
lated to phase transitions, similar as described by Corbeij-Kurelec (2001) and
Hooy-Corstjens van (2002).

2.6 Rheometry

The dynamic behavior of various PP samples has been investigated with the help
of rheometry. During these experiments a molten sample is placed between two
circular plates, one of which performs an oscillatory movement. A transducer
connected to the other plate registers the response of a material to the oscillations.
In viscoelastic fluids this results in both an amplitude difference and a phase
shift with respect to the imposed oscillatory movement. From these quantities
two moduli can be resolved. The storage modulus e ′ O fgS describes the elastic
behavior, while the loss modulus eDh�O f%S is determined by the viscous behavior
of the measured material (Macosko (1991)).
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2.6.1 Melt characterization
Samples for the rheometry experiments were prepared by melt-pressing at 190 - C.
Experiments were mainly performed using Rheometrics Ares equipment having
a plate-plate geometry with a diameter of )H mm and a gap of ��� ( mm between
the plates. For the low molecular weight samples ( � � Ii��� kg/mol) a gap
between the plates was maintained of �A� � mm. The applied stain amplitude ���
was 2 , . The experiments were performed at different temperatures (typically:
160, 180, 200, 220 and 240 - C). The results of the moduli can be combined in
a mastercurve by shifting over the frequency axis. The curves were shifted to
mastercurves at )����- C.

2.6.2 Crystallization experiments
Crystallization behavior with and without shear was followed as the development
of the dynamic moduli (especially j ′) at k =10 s− ! and � � =2 , , during isothermal
crystallization. Swartjes (2001) showed that the crystallization kinetics are not
influenced by the small oscillatory movements during the isothermal crystalliza-
tion experiment. Isothermal crystallization occurred at � +��A- C after the samples
were cooled rapidly from )�)��- C. At the latter temperature they were annealed
for 30 minutes to minimize the influence of any deformation history. Longer
annealing times were avoided in view of degradation of polypropylene.
Crystallization experiments after applying pre-deformation in the melt were also
performed. In these experiments, before isothermal crystallization, a deforma-
tion was applied to the melt as steady pre-shear during 2 seconds with l�m0JH s− !
at � +��- C.
The time scale of the crystallization process is influenced by parameters such as
cooling rate and temperature gradients during the isothermal part. Therefore we
performed all the experiments with exactly the same procedure.
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Polymorphism in polypropylene

Polymorphism is a common phenomenon in crystalline polymers and hence also
in polypropylene. The types of crystal phases found in isotactic polypropylene
(iPP) are � , � and � and a mesomorphic crystal-structure. This chapter is an
introduction into the present state of knowledge regarding crystallization, mor-
phology and polymorphism in isotactic polypropylene.
In all crystalline phases in isotactic polypropylene, the chain adopts a ( ! -helix,
a three-fold helix which indicates that it takes three monomer units to make one
helical turn. The helix can be either right(R)- or left(L)-handed, with a period
of *�� H Å (Natta and Corradini (1955)), as shown in Fig. 3.1. The right- and
left-handedness are related by a mirror symmetry parallel to the helix.
Furthermore the orientation of the C-CH n bond with respect to the chain axis
can be either up or down. The up and down conformations overlap each other
if rotated by 180 - around the normal of the chain axis. As a consequence four
possible configurations can be distinguished relative to their reference axis as
shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.1 The o phase
The most common crystal form in iPP is the � -phase having a monoclinic crystal
structure. The � phase was the first to be discovered and characterized (Natta
(1959) and Natta and Corradini (1960)).

3.1.1 The crystal structure
The � phase packs in a monoclinic unit-cell structure ( 6p0J*�� **Aq 7 0@) ��� B��Aq 8 0*�� +9H Å and ��019�9�� *- ), which was accurately determined by Turner-Jones et al.
(1964). This crystal structure is shown in Fig. 3.2. Evidence has been found
that the � phase is always disordered (Natta and Corradini (1960)). Within the� phase various degrees of disorder are associated with a statistical up-down
order of the helices as illustrated by Hikosaka and Seto (1973) and Auriemma
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Figure 3.1: Chain conformations of isotactic polypropylene (Salamone
(1996)). Right(R)- and left(L)-handed rAs helices in their
up(up) and down(dw) configuration.

et al. (2000). Variation in the up-down disordering depends on the thermal and
mechanical history of the samples (Brückner et al. (1991)). Hikosaka and Seto
(1973) distinguished two main structures, the ” tvu ” the up-down disordered form
and the ” txw ” the hypothetical limiting ordered form. These two forms can be
distinguished via detailed x-ray analysis at high diffraction angles (Guerra et al.
(1984)). Samples existing mainly in the ” tgu ” form show a double melting peak
upon slow heating in DSC experiments (Guerra et al. (1984) and DeRosa et al.
(1984)). In contrast, a sample near the ” tyw ” form only displays a narrow single
melting peak. The double melting can be explained as a disorder-order transition
if the heating rate allows partial melting of the material (DeRosa et al. (1985)).
The partial melting is needed for recrystallization of t s into t{z phase.
In highly stereo-regular samples the double melting is also associated with the
melting of the daughter- and the mother lamellae, respectively (Alamo et al.
(1999a)). The mother- and daughter lamellae are discussed hereafter.
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3.1.2 Crosshatched lamellae

One of the characteristic morphological features of � phase is the so-called cross-
hatching, also known as lamellar branching. This feature is recognized by the
initial lamella (mother-lamella) showing branches (daughter lamellae) that are
attached to the mother-lamellae with a angle of ≈ ��- or ≈ � ���- . Crosshatched
initial lamellae are seen edge-on on the substrate. The molecular background of
crosshatching is described by Lotz and Wittmann (1986). They show that two
similar crystallographic planes can be placed on top of each other resulting in a
change of the growth direction of the lamella with about ��- or � ���- . A ”net-
work” of crosshatched lamellae seen edge-on is referred to as a ”quadrite”, as ob-
tained from crystallization from solution by Khoury (1966). In � -polypropylene
the growth direction (the long axis) is in the crystallographic the a∗-axis (in the
reciprocal space) as observed by Lovinger (1983), which is near to the a-axis.
The phenomenon of crosshatching is only observed in the a-c plane of the �
phase morphologies ( Lotz and Wittmann (1986)). Here crosshatching can be
used to recognize the � phase and identify the crystallographic planes for a given
morphology.

3.2 The | phase

The � phase is of less importance for the work in this thesis, therefore we shall
only give a short summary. The � -phase is normally observed in the presence of
nucleating agents or under specific conditions like a strong imposed orientation.
The � phase was first noticed by Keith et al. (1959). Only recently this phase
has been recognized as a crystal phase with a ”frustrated” chain packing within
a trigonal unit-cell (Dorset et al. (1998) and Meille et al. (1994)).

3.3 The } phase

Crystallization of iPP in the � phase strongly depends upon specific aspects of the
molecular structure. For example, the � phase is observed in less stereo-regular
isotactic materials (Rieger et al. (1990); Alamo et al. (1999b) and Thomann et al.
(2001)), in very low molecular weight samples ( 3000 g/mol) (Lotz et al. (1991);
Brückner and Meille (1989) and in certain types of random copolymers (Karger-
Kocsis (1995); Foresta et al. (2001) and Goldbeck-Wood et al. (1999)). The �
phase is also observed upon crystallization at elevated pressures (Mezghani and
Phillips (1997); Nakafuku (1981) and Kardos et al. (1966)), in that situation even
in highly isotactic samples, independent of molar mass.
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3.3.1 The crystal structure

The � phase was first mentioned by Addink and Beintema (1961), who reported
WAXS-reflections that could not be attributed to either the � or the � phase.
Morrow and Newman (1968) proposed the crystal structure of the � phase to be
triclinic, in their case using low-molecular weight fractionated iPP ( � � 0~�� )�*
kg/mol). In 1989 the structure of the � phase was solved by Brückner and Meille
(1989). They showed that the � phase has an unusual crystal structure with a
non-parallel chain conformation in an orthorhombic unit-cell as illustrated in
Fig. 3.2. The helixes are packed in bilayers (Brückner and Meille (1989)). The
orthorhombic unit-cell of this crystal phase is relatively large with dimensions6�0~��� H�+Aq 7 0~9�� 9( and 8>0�+)A� +�� Å. This non-parallel chain feature was con-
firmed by Lotz et al. (1991) by means of transmission electron microscopy com-
bined with electron diffraction. At the same time they proved that the triclinic
structure proposed by Morrow and Newman (1968) was not in agreement with
their observations. In fact the chain packing of the � phase is rather similar to
the situation of lamellar branching in the � phase (Lotz et al. (1991) and Stocker
et al. (1993))
Note that in the � phase the c-axis of the unit-cell is not the chain axis direction.

3.3.2 Morphological features

Different morphological features of the � phase and its relation to the � phase
were described in detail by Lotz et al. (1991). It was found that � phase lamellae,
which crystallize at higher temperatures than � , can act as a nucleus for the� phase. This is called epitaxial crystallization of the � phase on � lamellae as
illustrated by Lotz et al. (1996). Single crystals of the � phase are rarely observed
(Lotz et al. (1991)).

3.4 Pressure treatment

General high pressure crystallization

High pressure studies on polymers have provided much information on crys-
tallization properties. In high-pressure experiments extended-chain crystals of
polyethylene were explored (Basset et al. (1974) and Pae et al. (1977)). In sim-
ilar experiments a stable region for the hexagonal phase in polyethylene was
observed (Hikosaka et al. (1992)). Poly(4-methylpentene-1) is another polymer
showing interesting behavior at high pressures. Similar to the water-ice transi-
tion, poly(4-methylpentene-1) expands upon cooling. With increasing pressure
the melting temperature decreases after first reaching a maximum (Rastogi et al.
(1991) and Rastogi et al. (1999)).
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Though isotactic polypropylene is a widely used polymer, papers dealing with
in-situ high pressure experiments for this polymer are limited. For syndiotactic
polypropylene (sPP) a study was performed by Rastogi et al. (2001).

High pressure crystallization in isotactic polypropylene

Nakafuku (1981) determined the melting points of the � and � phase at high
pressures by performing in-situ DTA experiments. He showed that the melting-
and crystallization-temperature of the � phase is always higher than for the �
phase, even at high pressures.
He and Zoller (1994) found that pressure crystallized iPP has a slightly lower
density than iPP crystallized at atmospheric conditions, their results were based
on PVT-measurements. No conclusive evidence was found to explain this fea-
ture.

3.5 Useful data on polymorphism

Table 3.1: (hkl) reflections for the � and � phase of isotactic polypro-
pylene (Mark (1996)). The ) . diffraction angles are given
for wavelengths 
�0���� BA� � Å and 
p0@��� H + Å.

(hkl) G (hkl)� d-value(Å) ) . ) .E 
�0���� BA� � Å) E 
�0J�� H�+ Å)E �����F *A� (�9 *A� +A� � (A� ��*E ��� �F *A� ) * *A� H + � +A� � +E �� (AF H� ��* *A� 9�� ��H� ���E ��+�F E ����AF H� ) + B� ��+ ��B� �)E � (�F +A� B � �A� H ( � �A� H�HE �� BF +A� (�� 9A� (�� )��A� )�BE ���� F E )��)F +A� � B 9A� B * )A��� (A�E � (A�� F / E ��+�� F E �A) *AF +A� �H � ��� � )A��� ��*E )���*AF (A� *�( ���� � * )�+A� H (E ��H �AF / E ��*�F (A� H� ���� H� )H� (HE ���D� )F (A� +B ���� *�+ )H� *HE ) ��F (A� ) � ��)� (�� )B� � �
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Table 3.2: Unit-cell dimensions for the � (Turner-Jones et al. (1964))
and � phase (Brückner and Meille (1989)) of isotactic poly-
propylene; axis dimensions of the 6 , 7 and 8 and their oppo-
nent angles in the unit-cells � , � and � . For example: � is
the angle between the

7
and 8 axis.

Unit-cell � phase � phase
parameter monoclinic orthorhombic6 *A� *�* Å ��� H�+ Å7 ) ��� B�� Å 9�� 9( Å8 *A� 9�+AH Å +A)� +A� Å� 9��- 9��-� 99A� *�- 9��-� 9��- 9��-
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Figure 3.2: The WAXS-pattern of the different phases (Salamone
(1996))and their crystal structures. Diagnostic reflections
are shaded. (Courtesy F. Auriemma and C. DeRosa, Naples
University).
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Chapter 4

Crystallization of metallocene
derived polypropylenes

4.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to illustrate the influence of tacticity on the crystalliza-
tion of metallocene isotactic polypropylene. For this purpose several analytical
methods have been used such as wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS), differen-
tial scanning calorimetry (DSC) and microscopy. In the first part the crystalliza-
tion behavior at atmospheric conditions is described, the second part describes
the influence of elevated pressures.

4.2 Materials
The various samples studied differ mainly in tacticity and their characteristics
are given in Table 4.1.
Some of the samples were synthesized in the laboratories of Ulm University
(Germany). These samples with isotactic pentad contents ( , mmmm) in the
range (�*�� B - HB� � , were prepared using the # ! -symmetric catalyst rac-[1-(9- �A� -
fluorenyl)-2-(5,6-cyclopenta-2-methyl-1- ��� -indenyl)ethane]ZrCl " . The highly iso-
tactic sample containing 98 , mmmm pentads ( C<*AH ) was prepared using Me " Si(2-
methyl-4-phenyl-indenyl) " ZrCl " / Methyl Aluminoxane (MAO) and was poly-
merized at 70 - C. For more details concerning the synthesis and ! n C-NMR anal-
ysis of these materials we refer to Dietrich et al. (1999).
Two of the samples originate from the Shell laboratories in Amsterdam. Because
of confidentiality reasons, details about their catalysis are not available. Never-
theless it is known that the catalyst system used for these samples is similar to
the one used by Dietrich et al. (1999). Both have a similar random distribution of
single stereo-defects. The average isotactic sequence length, shown in Table 4.1,
has been calculated from detailed ! n C-NMR data (Randall (1977)).
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the metallocene derived materials.
Sample-names starting with P were produced in Ulm (Ger-
many) the other two samples, starting with S, are from the
Shell-laboratories in Amsterdam. , mmmm= percentage of
isotactic pentads. 4 = average meso-sequence length; 4y� /��
= not determined.

Sample-name � � [kg/mol] � � � � � ,D���p��� 4� � ) ����� � )� 9 9BA� * � H)� �CD*H ) ��A� � )� � 9�� 4y� /��� ) ����� * )� � ��+�� ) ) +�� (C>)�H +���� ( )� � H�BA� � *�� �CD() B�� � ��� 9 +BA� � HA� )CD(�* � BA��� � )� � (�*�� B (�� +

4.3 Ambient conditions

The first part of this chapter describes the influence of the stereo-defects on crys-
tallization under ambient conditions. The samples were submitted to different
thermal treatments in order to investigate the influence of tacticity.

4.3.1 Morphology

Controlled cooling from the melt

Melt crystallized thin films were made by cooling at a controlled rate from the
molten state. The morphologies shown in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate that the
crystals become smaller with decreasing tacticity.
The high-tactic sample shows a morphology which is not like common isotactic
polypropylene. Normally long straight lamellae are observed, instead we observe
agglomerates of short lamellae. These agglomerates are similar to ”quadrites”
obtained normally from solution. They are made of a cris-cross of lamellae sta-
pling edge-on on the support and form a network.
In sample CD)H small length scale curvatures in the lamellar structures are ob-
served edge-on. Under normal circumstances in highly isotactic PP, such branched
lamellae which correspond to a few armed quadrite ( ) lamellae) with some addi-
tional � phase, are observed without curvature. With further decrease of tacticity
the crystals decrease further in size. At the same time an amorphous layer seems
to cover the surface of the crystals (47.8 , mmmm and 36.7 , mmmm), which re-
sults in less defined morphologies.
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Figure 4.1: Left: SEM picture of LDMN (high-tactic iPP). Right: SEM pic-
ture of LD[N (57.1 � mmmm iPP). Both samples were melt-
crystallized as a thin film on a glass plate by cooling with[ ^ C/min

Figure 4.2: Left : SEM picture of L<QA[ ( �AU] \� mmmm iPP). Right : SEM
picture of L<QM (36.7 � mmmm iPP). Both samples were melt-
crystallized as a thin film on a glass plate by cooling with[ ^ C/min

Isothermal crystallization from the melt

An interesting morphological aspect is the curved structure in the more stereo-
defected samples (≤ NU] P � mmmm). In order to promote the development of
such structures, isothermal crystallization of thin films was performed for L>[�N .
After 12 hours the crystal-structures were fully developed. The thin films were
isothermally crystallized at temperatures varying from 80 to PP RA^ C. At different
temperatures different morphological features dominate as shown in Fig. 4.3 and
4.4.
The curved crystal structure dominates after crystallization at 100 and 110 ^ C.
Crystallization at the temperatures 80 and 90 ^ C gives rise to overgrown lamellar
structures. Here curved features play a minor role.
In order to get more details of the curved structures, transmission electron mi-
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Figure 4.3: SEM picture of isothermally crystallized LD[N ( NU] P � mmmm
iPP). Left: crystallized at \R�^ C. Right: crystallized at _�R^ C

Figure 4.4: SEM picture of LD[N ( NU] P �>�p���p� metallocene iPP),
isothermally crystallized at different temperatures. Left:
crystallized at P R�R^ C. Right: crystallized at P�P R^ C

croscopy (TEM) was carried out, the result of which is shown in Fig. 4.5. The
procedure of the thin film preparation for TEM was explained in Section 2.2.

4.3.2 Differential scanning calorimetry

DSC experiments are illustrated for two samples, �gP and �v[ , in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7.
Both samples show an increasing melting point with decreasing cooling rate.
These results indicate that the crystallization temperature T � for both samples is
strongly influenced by the cooling rate ( R�] N to �R^ C/min), which is indicated as
the � T � . � T � � ��� b@[�[A] � ^ C and � T � � ��$ b@P \A] P ^ C. The temperature difference is
much smaller for the melting temperatures T � . � T� � �� b1MA] M�^ C and � T � � � $ bNA] U�^ C in the latter one the shoulder at P QR^ C is ignored.
For the lower isotactic samples, ≤57.1 � mmmm, the experiments were less straight-
forward. As mentioned in Section 2.3 they were measured via another procedure
in order to get reproducible results.
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Figure 4.5: TEM mircograph of CD)H ( H�BA� ��, mmmm iPP), isothermally
crystallized at � ���- C.
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Figure 4.6: Cooling and Heating curves of high-isotactic
� �

(97.63%mmmm). Left: Cooling-curves at different
rates. Right: Heating at � �- C/min after crystallization at
the indicated cooling rates.

The melt temperatures of all samples are given in Table 4.2. The melting tem-
perature, determined after cooling with 2 - C/min from the melt, has a decreasing
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Right: Heating at � ��- C/min after crystallization at the in-
dicated cooling rates.

Table 4.2: Melting temperatures from samples with various tacticities,
after cooling at 2 - C/min from the melt.

Sample ID
� � � ) C>)�H C<(A) C<(*�5��� - #<� � *)A� � � (BA� 9 �+A� � *�� +B

trend with a decreasing tacticity.

4.3.3 Wide-angle x-ray scattering
Controlled cooling from the melt

In order to investigate the crystal modifications with respect to tacticity differ-
ences, the samples were cooled from the melt at different rates. Subsequently
they were subjected to WAXS at room temperature.
Fig. 4.8 shows WAXS patterns for the highly isotactic sample C<*AH . The patterns
cooled at different rates (40-0.5 - C/min) differ only slightly. As indicated by the
intensity of the diagnostic reflection E � (�F G the patterns are dominated by the �
phase. On slow cooling the � phase also comes into play, as indicated by the
somewhat increased intensity of the diagnostic reflection E ����B�F � . The overall
crystallinity is independent of the applied cooling rates.
In the medium-tactic sample (84.3 , mmmm) the influence of the E �� BF � reflec-
tions is more prominent, as observed in Fig. 4.9. As before, the crystallinity
remains constant for all cooling rates. The � phase content is enhanced at slower
cooling. In this latter sample the intensity of another reflection, the E ����F � ,
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Figure 4.8: Left: Amorphous subtracted WAXS-patterns of
� � the high-

tactic iPP ( 9AB� *�(A, mmmm) cooled with different rates. The
arrow indicates decreasing cooling rates. Right: Fraction of
crystallinity.
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Figure 4.9: Left: Amorphous subtracted WAXS-patterns of
� )

( �+A� )�, mmmm) melt-crystallized with controlled cool-
ing rates. The arrows indicate decreasing cooling rates.
Right: Fraction of crystallinity.

( ) . ' BA� �AH - which is equally spaced as E ��+�F G ) also increases at lower cool-
ing rates.
With a further decrease of the tactic content the � phase becomes even more
dominant. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.10 and 4.11 for the poorly-isotactic sam-
ples C>)�H and C<(A) . The crystal modification in these samples can be varied from
nearly completely � (at fast cooling) to � (at slow cooling). The two samples dif-
fer in crystallinity by ≈ � �A, . Similar to sample

� ) ( ��+�� ), mmmm) the E ����F �
reflection becomes more intense with decreasing cooling rates. The reflection
remains narrow after cooling at ��� H�- C/min.
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Figure 4.10: Left: Amorphous subtracted WAXS-patterns of LD[N the low-
tactic iPP( NU] P � mmmm), cooled at different rates. The ar-
rows indicate decreasing cooling rates; * = metal reflection
of the equipment. Right: Fraction of crystallinity.
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Figure 4.11: Left: Amorphous subtracted WAXS-patterns of L<QA[ the low-
tactic iPP( �AU] \� mmmm) cooled with different rates. The
arrows indicate decreasing cooling rates. Right: Fraction of
crystallinity.

Isothermal crystallization

Isothermally crystallized samples have been measured with WAXS at ambient
conditions. Decreasing crystallization temperatures give rise to a higher Z phase
content in the stereo-defected sample (Fig. 4.12). Isothermal crystallization at
70 ^ C even gives almost completely the Z phase while only a small amount of Y
phase is observed.
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Figure 4.12: CD() isothermally crystallized. Left: Amorphous subtracted
WAXS-patterns of CD() ( +BA� �A, mmmm). The arrows indicate
increasing crystallization temperatures. Right: Fraction of
crystallinity.

4.4 High Pressure studies

4.4.1 High pressure crystallization

From Section 4.3.3 it is evident that the � phase plays a significant role in samples
with a relatively high concentration of stereo-defects. Crystallization at elevated
pressures is a well known way to generate the � phase even in highly isotactic
polypropylene (Kalay et al. (1996), Brückner et al. (1997), Meille et al. (1996),
Mezghani and Phillips (1997) and Nakafuku (1981)). However, the influence
of stereo-defects in high-pressure crystallization is unknown, and experiments
were performed to investigate this point. To study the differences between atmo-
spheric and pressure crystallized polypropylene, pressure crystallized samples
were measured at ambient conditions with WAXS (Fig. 4.13).
The high-tactic sample (

� � ) shows mainly � phase after crystallization at high
pressures. This diffraction pattern shows only a small fraction of � phase, indi-
cated by the intensity of the E � (��AF G peak. Sample C>)�H ( H�BA� ��, mmmm) crystal-
lized at (�� H kbar (Fig. 4.13) also comprises mostly the � phase as indicated by
the E ����B�F � reflection in the WAXS pattern.

4.4.2 In-situ high pressure experiments

The in-situ crystallization behavior at high pressures was investigated for sample� � with a high isotacticity and for CD)H with a low isotacticity. The pressure
treatments were similar for both samples and can be described by four steps:

1. Increase of the pressure at room temperature to a specific value C .
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Figure 4.13: Amorphous subtracted WAXS patterns of samples crystal-
lized at high pressures by cooling with +- C/min from the melt
Left:

� � ( 9AB� *�(A, mmmm) crystallized at ) kbar. Right: C>)�H
( HB� � , mmmm) crystallized at (A� H kbar

2. Heating at +�- C/min at pressure C , in order to melt the sample.

3. Cooling at +�- C/min at pressure C to room temperature in order to obtain
controlled crystallization at elevated pressure.

4. Releasing pressure to atmospheric conditions at room temperature.

High tacticity sample

Initially the sample
� � exists in the � phase. Increasing the pressure at room

temperature causes broadening of the reflections (step 1; Fig. 4.14). This indi-
cates either crystalline disordering or a a reduction of the crystalline periodicity.
Fig. 4.14 displays the peak positions of the E �� �AF G and the E ��+�F G reflection as a
function of pressure. Unexpectedly, increasing the pressure of the initial crystal
structure at first causes an expansion in the crystal spacings (step 1; Fig. 4.14).
This expansion is most clearly seen for the E �� �AF G reflection. Further increase of
the pressure causes a conversion into a compressed lattice. Thus after completing
the pressurization (to (AH �� bar) at room temperature the reflections are shifted
towards higher )�. values (lower d-spacings) compared to their initial positions.
The E �+��AF G reflection shows the largest compression.
The (hkl) reflections ( E �����F G and E � (A�� F G / E ��+�� F G ) of the � phase do not show
such shifts. These reflection broaden and merge into one reflection.

After crystallization at ) ���� bar (step 3; Fig. 4.15), the sample exists in the �
phase. When the pressure is released (step 4; Fig. 4.16), peak shifts are observed
but not in such extent as upon increasing the pressure (step 1).
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Figure 4.14: WAXS-patterns of �gP ( _UA] MQ� mmmm). Left: Increasing
pressure to QA[ RR bar (step 1). Right: Peak position of re-
flections O PP RAS T and O R��RS T during step 1.
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Figure 4.15: WAXS-patterns of �gP ( _AU] M�QA� mmmm). Crystallization at el-
evated pressures by cooling at 2000 bar with �A^ C/min (step
3).

Releasing the pressure results in shifts of the Z reflections. The largest shift is
observed for the O RR�\AS V peak (equivalent to the O R��RAS T reflection), towards larger
d-spacings. No significant peak broadening appears during the depressurization
(step 4; Fig. 4.16). The intensity of the O R�R\S V reflection increases significantly
during depressurization in step 4, while no significant broadening of this reflec-
tion is observed.

Low tacticity sample

In the lower isotactic sample LD[N a considerable number of stereo-defects are
present along the chain. Also a lower crystallinity is observed compared to the
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Figure 4.16: WAXS-patterns of
� � ( 9AB� *�(A, mmmm). Left: Releasing

pressure to atmospheric conditions (step 4). Right: Peak
position of the reflections E �����F � and E ����AF � during the de-
pressurization.

highly isotactic samples. Most striking is the difference in meso-sequence length
of 24 for C>)�H versus 152 for

� � (Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.17: WAXS-patterns of C>)�H ( H�BA� ��, mmmm).Left: Increasing
pressure from atmospheric to (*��� bar (step 1). Right: Peak
positions of the E ��� �F G and the E �+��AF G at this pressurization
at room temperature.

At ambient conditions CD)H as prepared, exists in a mixture of both the � and
the � phase. As before, peak broadening sets in upon pressurization (step 1;
Fig. 4.17). Close to 2500 bar the E ��� �F G reflection could not be distinguished
anymore. Thus by increasing the pressure most of the crystalline order is lost.

Upon heating at 3600 bar the crystal order recovers or recrystallization sets in
(step 2; Fig. 4.18). The reflection E �+��AF G and/or E ����AF � relaxes to higher d-
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spacings.
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Figure 4.18: WAXS-patterns of CD)H ( H�BA� ��, mmmm). Left: Heating at
3600

7 6A� with a rate of +�- C/min (step 2). Right: Crystal-
lization at 3600 bar by cooling at +- C/min (step 3).

After melting and crystallization at 3600 bar, the sample exists in the � phase
(step 3; Fig. 4.18). Releasing the pressure (step 4) close to room tempera-
ture shows changes which are small compared to the pressurization (step 1).
Fig. 4.19 shows that both the E �����F � and the E ����AF � shift slightly towards larger
d-spacings. As for the high-tactic sample this is most evident in the E ����F � re-
flection.
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Figure 4.19: WAXS-patterns of CD)H ( HB� � , mmmm). Left: Decreasing
pressure to atmospheric conditions at room temperature
(step 4). Right: Peak positions of the E ���� F � and the E ����AF �
during depressurization.

In order to get more insight into the behavior of the amorphous part with increas-
ing pressure the low-tactic sample C<(* ( (*A� B�, mmmm) was pressurized at room
temperature (step 1; Fig. 4.20). The influence of crystallinity on the behavior at
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elevated pressure for sample C<(* is considered small. The pressurization shows,
besides broadness of the amorphous halo, a shifting towards smaller spacings.
Though the top of the halo is covered by the small E ��+�F G and/or E ����AF � reflec-
tion, it is possible to get an indication of the behavior of the amorphous halo. The
reflection E ��+�F G or E ����F � , broadens slightly but does not significantly shift. No
further pressure treatment was done on this sample.
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Figure 4.20: WAXS-patterns of CD(�* ( (�*�� B, mmmm) while increasing
pressure at (��- C.

4.5 Discussion
Summarizing the results we conclude that there is significant influence of stereo-
defects which suppresses the crystallinity and increases the breadth of the reflec-
tions in WAXS. Evidentally the presence of these defects dominates the crystal-
lization behavior.

4.5.1 Crystal structure and morphology
Highly isotactic metallocene iPP

The dimensions of the crystal structures observed from controlled cooled sam-
ples decrease in size with tacticity. The highly isotactic sample CD*H shows a less
common morphology (Fig. 4.1). According to Morrow and Newman (1968) this
can be regarded as the morphology of highly isotactic, low-molecular weight iPP
( � � = ��� ��� kg/mol). This suggests that the molecular weight of CD*H might be
lower than given in Table 4.1. On the other hand Morrow and Newman (1968)
used fractionated Ziegler-Natta derived iPP where we use metallocene derived
iPP. It seems plausible that this morphology is introduced by the metallocene
catalysis of the samples.
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Overgrowth

The poorly isotactic metallocene samples show no great details in the SEM pic-
tures (Fig. 4.2). This is most likely caused by an amorphous layer which covers
that surface of the crystals. On the other hand the isothermal crystallization of
a stereo-defected sample CD)H shows lamellar structures which are overgrown
(Fig. 4.3). This clearly is not an amorphous layer which covers the surface of the
sample.
Lotz et al. (1991) and Stocker et al. (1993) proved that these features are typical
for the � phase which is epitaxially crystallized upon � phase lamellae. These
features are evidently observed in C>)�H ( HB� � , mmmm) crystallized at 80 and
90 - C. Similar structures were observed by Mezghani and Phillips (1997) after
crystallization at pressures up to 200 MPa. They also observed large amounts of� phase in these feather-like structures. This is consistent with the WAXS ex-
periments (Fig. 4.12) in which we proved that in these poorly isotactic materials,
the � is promoted upon crystallization at lower temperatures ( �� - 9��A- C).

Curved crystals

The isothermally crystallized samples clearly show curved crystal features. The
curved morphology shows lamellar branching which is associated with the �
phase (Section 3.1.2). This is consistent with WAXS-experiments on these poorly-
tactic samples for which isothermal crystallization at such relatively high tem-
peratures promotes the formation of � phase.
Several papers dealt with such curved crystals or curved lamellar structures of
polypropylene. Lovinger (1983) observed curved crystals after crystallization of
thin films of iPP after solution blending of high isotactic PP with a high amount
of low molecular weight ( )�� kg/mol), atactic polypropylene. Padden and Keith
(1966) found curved structures in highly isotactic polypropylene, blended with
60% (w/w) of low molecular weight ( ����0iH�+�� g/mol) amorphous polypro-
pylene. In the latter case the curvatures were explained by means of a specific
feature in the evolution of spherulites according to Khoury (1966). Khoury pro-
posed a model for crystal growth of spherulites, in which the curved branched
lamellae were explained as an early stage of spherulite growth. In Khoury (1966)
crystallization was performed on polypropylene diluted in mineral oil.
In our experiments the curvatures occur with increasing amounts of stereo-defects.
The crystallized thin films shown in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 indicate, in agreement with
the literature cited, that curvatures are likely to appear when defects are intro-
duced during the formation of the lamellae. It remains to be seen whether simi-
lar explanations, as given for the diluted and/or blended polypropylenes, applies
to our melt-crystallized systems. Alternatively we suggest that these curvatures
could originate from stereo-defects or defects from blending / diluting iPP with
poorly crystallisable material.
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In some cases the curvature is strong, but interestingly the lamellae of the ”qua-
drites”, that form an acute angle, always grow towards each other (like a claw)
in a similar way. From these morphologies it does seem that the cross-hatched
lamellae grow towards each other especially at positions where the initial angle
between the mother lamellae ≈ ��- (Fig. 4.5.1).

Figure 4.21: L>[�N ( N�UA] P�� mmmm iPP) curved crystal, where the curved
cross-hatched lamellae bend towards each other in the 80 ^
angle area. Unit-cell directions of the Y phase are indicated
for the mother lamellae.

The curvatures would be caused by differences in chain packing or defect inclu-
sion over the thickness of the lamellae. Both sides of the lamellae show branches.
On the ”outer” part of the curvature seems to be enough space for the branches to
develop further. The curvatures could originate from a concentration of defects
in the lamellae or from a small deviation in the unit-cell dimensions caused by
stereo-defects.

4.5.2 Polymorphism
There is a major influence of the isotacticity on the polymorphism and crys-
tallinity. With an increasing amount of stereo-defects the crystallinity is reduced
while the Z phase becomes more prominent. Fast cooling on the other hand pro-
motes the Y phase irrespective of the tacticity of the sample. In conclusion: theY phase is kinetically favored and the Z phase is thermodynamically favored.
The question arises why the thermodynamically more stable phase is generated
more easily in samples with a high amount of stereo-defects? This is not obvious
as the stereo-defects decrease the perfectness of the polymer chain. The answer
seems to be in the specific structure of the crystal phases.
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The helical structure

As the � phase exists as a non-parallel chain structure, one can easily imagine
that mobility and flexibility of the polymer chains play an important role in the
formation of such a structure. Defected chains possess a high mobility compared
to perfect isotactic chains. The latter tends to form longer and more perfect
helixes.
The change of helical hand within one chain (helix inversion) was analyzed by
Brückner et al. (2002). In this paper the energy barriers for the helix inversion
in pure iPP have been calculated. In isotactic polypropylene this energy barrier
is much lower than in the case of isotactic or syndiotactic polystyrene. In iPP it
is even lower compared to syndiotactic polypropylene. Thus in iPP a helix in-
version is more plausible than in the other mentioned materials. We suggest that
the energy barrier for such a helix inversion is lowered by stereo-defects. Fur-
thermore it can be expected that slow crystallization enhances helix inversions,
while in time more chains can pass the energy barrier. Brückner et al. (2002)
described the helix inversion while paying only limited attention to its influence
on the crystallization process.
Single stereo-defects as present in metallocene derived iPP interrupt the helix,
independent of whether this leads to an inversion of the handedness or not. After
such an interruption the helix does not necessarily continue in the same direction.
In other words, as it is evident that less stereo-regular iPP promotes the forma-
tion of the � phase, stereo-defects might enhance formation of the very special
folds needed to from the � phase. On the other hand the crystallization process
determines the final morphologies, thus determines how the helices are packed
(Lotz (2000)).

Chain packing in the � phase

In the melt crystallized samples
� ) , CD)H and C<(A) ( +���� B ≤ , mmmm≤84.2) the

intensity of the E ����AF � reflection increases with decreasing cooling rate. The
reflection remains narrow and intense (after cooling at ��� H- C/min). This crystal
plane represents the packing of the non-parallel chains in the � phase unit-cell.
Two explanations (or a combination) can be found for this increase in intensity:

1. The crystal periodicity of the � phase crystals develops over longer dis-
tances in c-direction compared to the a- and b-direction.

2. The � phase crystals contain little crystallographic disorder in the c-axis
direction, the growth direction of the � phase in which the layers have a
strong identity, causing less broadening compared to other reflections.
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The (hkl) reflections of the � phase

Because the stereo-defects in metallocene catalyzed materials are randomly dis-
tributed it is likely that they are partly incorporated in the crystal lattice. We
suggest that for the � phase (occurs mainly at fast cooling) the E :�=A? F reflec-
tions ( E ���� F G and E � (��� F G ��E ��+�� F G ) are indicative for the amounts of stereo-defects
along the chain-axis within the crystals. The two reflections are situated next to
each other, split up in highly isotactic samples. In agreement with our assump-
tion, these reflections merge into one diffraction peak with decreasing chain-
perfectness, thus in poorly isotactic samples. Even after isothermal crystalliza-
tion of these low-isotactic samples (Fig. 4.12) these two reflections do not split
up anymore.

With respect to isothermal crystallization a similar behavior was described by
Alamo et al. (1999b) who studied iPP with varying tacticity. They found a tem-
perature at which a maximum amount of � phase was formed dependent on the
isotacticity. If this is also the case in our experiments, isothermal crystallization
at lower temperatures ( I1B �- C) should enhance the formation of � phase again.

It is possible to map the crystal-defects in greater detail with the help of a
linewidth analysis of the WAXS reflections. With this method crystallographic
directions of stereo-defects and/or crystallographic-defects can be assigned (Balta-
Calleja and Vonk (1989); Wunderlich (1973) and Klug and Alexander (1974)).
This will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.6.

Pressure crystallized versus slowly cooled crystallized samples

The � phase observed for C>)�H crystallized at (�*��� bar (Fig.4.13) is similar to the
one observed after cooling slowly from the melt (Fig. 4.10). Differences between
these two diffraction patterns are mainly found in the intensity of the E ����B�F � re-
flection. This reflection is more intense in the pressure crystallized CD)H .
The fraction of crystallinity in the highly isotactic sample

� � , which is 0.64, is
slightly lower than in the samples crystallized at atmospheric conditions. The
same holds true for the C>)�H sample which has a fraction of crystallinity equal
to 0.306. This is also slightly lower than after crystallization at atmospheric
conditions. According to He and Zoller (1994) high pressure crystallized iPP
has a lower overall density than iPP crystallized at atmospheric pressure. Our
results can be interpreted along the same line.
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4.5.3 High pressure crystallization
Only limited literature is available on the in-situ crystallization of iPP at high
pressures. Nakafuku (1981) investigated the melting of � and � phase as a func-
tion of pressure with in-situ DTA experiments.

Pressure induced disordering

From the width of the reflections the crystals in the poorly isotactic C>)�H sample
appear to be much more disordered than the highly isotactic sample

� � . Both
samples show disordering during step 1 and 4 (defined in Section 4.4.2). These
processes of disordering are more evident in CD)H than in

� � . This shows that the
crystals of this poorly isotactic sample are more easily deformable.

In the poorly isotactic sample which was pressure-crystallized (at (*��� bar) a
small shift in the E ����AF � reflection is observed during step 4, while the intensity
remains nearly unchanged (Fig. 4.19). The same treatment for the highly iso-
tactic sample shows an increase in intensity of the E ����AF � (Fig. 4.16), while no
significant broadening is observed during the whole process.
For the latter sample this cannot be explained by the shift of the amorphous halo
because the intensity increase is too large. In general two possible explanations
can be given for an increase in intensity of a reflection:

1. An increase in crystalline periodicity. This is unlikely while the crystallite
will not grow upon releasing pressure.

2. An increase of order or a decrease in disordering. This is more likely and
suggests that the chain packing represented by the E ����AF � plane possesses a
kind of ”frustration” at high pressures ( (*��� bar). Releasing the pressure
reduces the ”frustration” thus enhancing the ordering in the � phase c-
direction.

Lattice expansion

Both the
� � and CD)H samples initially expand upon pressurization at room tem-

perature. The expansion is most evident in the a- and b-direction of the � phase
unit-cell in the highly isotactic sample. For CD)H (existing in a mixed � and �
phase) only in the � phase b-direction and/or the � phase c-direction. In the lower
isotactic sample the expansion is less evident but broadening of the reflections
sets in much more drastically.
The expansion in both the a- and b-direction for the

� � is not observed in C>)�H .
The near to the a-axis is the growth-direction of the � phase, thus has the largest
extension meaning the largest size of the crystal that has grown. Evidently ex-
pansion of the a-axis is clearer in samples for which the a-axis is developed over
longer distances (high-tactic � phase samples).
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There are several possible reasons for the expansion upon increasing pressure:

1. The compression in the c-axis direction (parallel to the helical axis) of the� phase is difficult. Thus could cause disordering in the a- and b-direction.
In case of non-ideal folds, part of the folds can be pressed into the crystal
lattice causing expansion in the other directions.

2. Expansion by amorphous constraints. The compression of the easier de-
formable amorphous phase causes constraints within the crystal. The den-
sity of the amorphous phase is lower than that of the crystals. The amor-
phous part is compressed to a larger extent than the crystalline part, caus-
ing stresses within the crystals. This causes the crystals to be more or
less pulled apart, which at first is translated into expansion in some of the
crystallographic directions.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we considered the influence of tacticity on the crystallization be-
havior of metallocene derived polypropylene. Variations in tacticity have a ma-
jor influence on the morphological behavior, but also on the crystallinity and the
polymorphic behavior.
The observed crystal structures decrease in size with decreasing tacticity. Also
with increasing amounts of stereo-defects, curved crystal structures become more
pronounced. These features are enhanced by isothermal crystallization. The
crosshatched morphology of the curvatures indicates a large involvement of the� phase (Fig. 4.5.1).

From differential scanning calorimetry the melting temperatures are found to de-
crease strongly with the increase of stereo-defects in the polymer.

The development of the � phase is enhanced by slow cooling from the melt at
atmospheric conditions. This is observed in all samples but is most clearly seen
in poorly isotactic polypropylene. The cooling rate dependence of the polymor-
phism indicates that the � phase is kinetically favored, as it appears dominantly
on fast cooling, and the � phase is thermodynamically favored.
Randomly distributed stereo-defects reduce the crystallinity drastically. The
crystallinity is independent of the applied cooling rates from the molten state.
With decreasing cooling rate the E ��+�F G and/or E ����F � reflection remains narrow
and increases in intensity compared to other reflections in poor-tacticity samples.
This indicates that the ordering and/or the crystal size in the E ����F � is enhanced
in comparison to the other crystallite directions. This is connected with the 8 �
being the growth direction of the � phase.
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Crystallization at elevated pressures promotes the � phase both in high- and low-
isotactic samples. With respect to the WAXS-pattern the � phase generated at
high pressures in a low isotactic sample ( C>)�H with 57.1 , mmmm) is identical
to the � phase observed after slowly cooling of the same sample at atmospheric
conditions.

The ”cold” pressure treatment (increasing and decreasing pressure) influences
mostly the growth directions of the crystal phase involved. Pressurization of� phase (crystallized at atmospheric conditions) in highly isotactic material at
room temperature at first causes an expansion in the a- and b-direction of the� lattice. The expansion is most clearly seen in a-direction. In the low-tactic
sample only a relatively small expansion in one of the reflections is observed.
Depressurization of pressure crystallized samples, which exist mainly in the �
phase, causes the largest expansion in the E ����F � direction independent of the
tacticity. This was expected because of the E ����F � planes are independent from
each other while the other planes in the � phase are ”locked together” by the
non-parallelism of the chains.
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Chapter 5

Crystallization of Ziegler-Natta
derived polypropylenes

5.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to illustrate the influence of tacticity on the crystalliza-
tion of Ziegler-Natta derived isotactic polypropylene. Following the structure of
Chapter 4, the first part will describe the crystallization behavior at ambient con-
ditions and the second part will describe the crystallization behavior at elevated
pressures.

5.2 Materials
The materials used in this chapter were polymerized using Ziegler-Natta cataly-
sis and further subjected to preparative Temperature Rising Elution Fractionation
(TREF). They are given in Table 5.1. Samples were produced and fractionated
at Basell. The distribution of tacticity in the Ziegler-Natta derived samples is not
homogeneous over the molecular weight distribution and also not homogeneous
within the chains itself. Ziegler-Natta samples have a blocky distribution of the
stereo-defects (Busico et al. (1999)). Because of this stereo-block structure the
average meso-sequence length, given in the Table 5.1, is not straightforwardly
applicable in Ziegler-Natta materials. This makes them structurally different
from the metallocene derived samples, used in the previous chapter. ”Standard”
Ziegler-Natta iPP has a broad molecular weight distribution compared to metal-
locene samples. TREF of Ziegler-Natta samples provides samples with a narrow
molecular weight distribution and smaller variations in tacticity.
The samples in Table 5.1 range from high to low isotacticity ( 9�� - *�( %mmmm).
Sample �'�m*�( originates from a polymer prepared with a MgCl " / TiCl � / di-
isobutyl phthalate catalyst in the presence of an alkoxysilane external donor dur-
ing polymerization, and was eluted in TREF in the temperature range 30-80 - C.
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Samples �'�m�AB and �'�m9� originate from a polymer prepared using a catalyst
of type MgCl " / TiCl� / diether, TREF elution temperatures being 25-95 - C and
114 - C respectively. Details of typical polymerization and fractionation proce-
dures have been reported elsewhere (Chadwick et al. (2001)).

Table 5.1: Characteristics of fractionated Ziegler-Natta derived iPP.
%mmmm represents the percentage of isotactic pentads in
the samples; n.d.= not determined.

Sample ID ��� � =� ���p� ? � ���y� ��� ,D���p����'�m9� (AH ��� ) )A� � 9��'�m�AB +BA� + (�� ) �*A� 9�'�m*( 4y� /�� 4y� /�� *(A� �

5.3 Ambient Conditions

5.3.1 Microscopy
Controlled cooling from the melt

The morphology of melt crystallized thin films has been studied. The thin films
were prepared as described in Section 2.2 and were analyzed by SEM. The sam-
ples have been melt-crystallized by cooling at )�- C/min. The morphologies found
as a function of tacticity are shown in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2. �'�m9�� shows thin, long
lamellae ( � phase). At lower tacticity, the length of these lamellae decreases.
In the poorly tactic sample the lamellae seem to be overgrown. The � phase
lamellae are seen edge-on on the substrate.
Different morphological features are observed in �'�m*( . Now also a structure is
seen close to the curved crystal morphologies (Fig. 5.2, the right picture), found
in the metallocene derived samples.

5.3.2 Differential scanning calorimetry
DSC experiments were performed on all three samples. The crystallization- and
heating-curves, showing the differences in tacticity are shown in Fig. 5.3, 5.4
and 5.5. The melting temperatures after cooling )�- C/min from the melt are
given in Table 5.2.
The highly isotactic fraction �'�m9�� shows one melting point. After rapid cool-
ing at +� - C/min a shoulder is observed on the high-temperature side. Decreas-
ing cooling rate causes an increase in both the crystallization- and the melting-
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Figure 5.1: Left: SEM picture of �'�m_\ (highly isotactic metallocene
iPP). Right: SEM picture of �'�m\U (86.9 �D���p��� me-
tallocene iPP). The thin film of both samples were melt-
crystallized by cooling with [�^ �<���p� �

Figure 5.2: SEM pictures of ZN63 ( MQA] P �>�p���p� ), these 2 figures il-
lustrate the two different features. The thin film sample was
melt-crystallized by cooling with [�^ �<� ��� �

Table 5.2: Melting temperatures determined after cooling at 2 ^ �<� ��� �
from the melt. For �'�m\U two melting temperatures were
observed.

Sample ID �'�m_\ �'�m\AUAO P�S �'�m\AUAO [S �'�mMQ  ��¡ ^ �<¢ P MAN] _ P N�RA] U P N�_A] N P [�MA] M

temperature, as expected. The difference in crystallization temperatures ob-
served by applying different cooling rates ( � T � b£P \�] M^ C) is larger than the
accompanying difference in melting temperatures ( � T ��bJNA] Q^ C). These differ-
ences are mainly caused by the crystallization being a kinetic process which is
reflected in a large � T � , and the melting being a thermodynamic feature.
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Figure 5.3: Cooling and heating curves of highly isotactic �'�m_\ . Left:
Cooling at different rates. Right: Heating at P R^ �<� ��� � af-
ter melt-crystallization at different cooling rates.
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Figure 5.4: Cooling and heating curves of medium isotactic �'�m�AB
(86.9%mmmm). Left: Cooling at different rates. Right:
Heating at � �- #<� ��3 4 after melt-crystallization at different
cooling rates.

The medium-isotactic sample �'�m�AB clearly shows two melting points. The low-
est melting point is strongly developed for slow crystallization. After crystalliza-
tion by cooling at ��� H�- C/min this melting point starts dominating over the higher
melting point. The latter melting peak not only increases in temperature but also
decreases dramatically in intensity. The onset and offset of the two melting en-
dotherms is independent of the cooling rate. Only the intensity ratio and the
maxima of the two melting endotherms vary with the cooling rate.
In the crystallization curves of �'�m*�( the sharpness of the crystallization exotherm
increases with decreasing cooling rate (Figure 5.5). This effect is more obvious
than in the other two materials. In this sample three different melting peaks can
be distinguished. Cooling at 40 - C/min shows a melting endotherm with a shoul-
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Figure 5.5: Cooling and heating curves of the poorly isotactic �'�m*(
( *(A� � ,>�p���p� ). Left: Cooling at different rates. Right:
Heating at � �- #<���p3 4 after crystallization at different cool-
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der, indicating two melting peaks. Like in �'�m�AB the lowest melting peak shifts
towards higher melting temperatures with decreasing cooling rates. After cool-
ing �'�m*( at 2 as well as 0.5 - C/min a broad shoulder on the low temperature
side is observed.

5.3.3 Wide-angle x-ray scattering

Controlled cooling from the melt

As in the previous chapter, cooling at different rates from the melt reveals a com-
petition between the � and the � phase, the latter becomes more important with
decreasing isotacticity of the samples. In the present samples the crystallinity is
higher compared to metallocene samples with similar tacticities.
The samples were cooled at different rates from the melt and thereafter subjected
to WAXS at room temperature. The resulting WAXS-patterns were processed as
described in Section 2.4.

Fig. 5.6 shows that the diffraction pattern of �'�m9� ( 9� %mmmm) with only
shows minor differences upon applying different cooling rates. The � phase
plays a minor role in this sample, which is dominated by the � phase. The small
amount of � phase, that appears at slow cooling, does not effect the rest of the
diffraction pattern. The relatively high crystallinity remains constant for the dif-
ferent cooling rates.
The medium isotactic sample �'�m�AB shows a larger influence of the � phase on
varying the cooling rate (Fig. 5.7). Slow cooling ( ��� H- C/min) from the melt raises
the � content to H � %.
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Figure 5.6: Left: Amorphous subtracted WAXS-patterns of �'�m9� ,
cooled with different rates from the melt. Arrow indicates
decreasing cooling rate. Right: Fraction of crystallinity.

The lowest-tactic sample, �'�m*�( , changes almost completely from � to � only
by slowing down the cooling rate from the melt (Fig. 5.8). A large increase in
the E ����B�F � intensity is observed upon cooling with ��� H�- #<���p3 4 .

5.4 High-pressure studies

5.4.1 High-pressure crystallization

The high- and the low-tactic sample were melt-crystallized at 3500 bar. The
samples were heated to 280 - C at a rate of +�- C/min and cooled directly thereafter
with the same rate. WAXS-patterns of these samples are given in Fig. 5.9. The
highly isotactic sample still contains a high amount of � phase ( +�*A, ). The rea-
sons for this can only be guessed, because this experiment was not performed
in-situ. Possibly the sample was not completely molten at 280 - C and the re-
maining crystalline � phase acted as a nucleus for both � and � ( Lotz et al.
(1991); Brückner and Meille (1989) and Stocker et al. (1993)). Because the �
phase crystallizes at higher temperatures this could give rise to larger amounts of� phase. However, according to Nakafuku (1981) the melting temperature (T

�
)

for the � phase of iPP at (AH �� bar is ) *�� - C. They used a commercial iPP grade.
We used a fractionated highly isotactic iPP. A superheating of ) �A- C should have
been sufficient to melt the sample.
Another possible reason for the high � phase content can be found in the stereo-
block structure, which leads to relatively long nearly perfect isotactic sequences.
As mentioned before the defect-distribution of Ziegler-Natta materials is hete-
rogeneous with respect to both the molecular weight distribution and the in-
tramolecular distribution. In this highly isotactic iPP sample the weakly isotactic
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Figure 5.7: Left: Amorphous subtracted WAXS-patterns of �'�m�B
( �*A� 9,>�p���p� ), cooled with different rates from the melt.
The arrows indicate decreasing cooling rate; * = metal re-
flection from the experimental setup. Right: Fraction of crys-
tallinity.
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Figure 5.8: Left: Amorphous subtracted WAXS-patterns of �'�m*�(
( *(A� � ,>�p���p� ), cooled with different rates from the melt.
The arrows indicate a decreasing cooling rate. Right: Frac-
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chains have been removed by TREF. As a result the remaining chains have iso-
tactic sequences which are relatively long and perfect and can form long helices.
It is likely that the small poorly isotactic chain segments are easily rejected out
of the crystal-lattice.
The poorly isotactic sample �'�m*( crystallizes almost completely in the � mo-
dification. The intensity of the E ����B�F � reflection is similar to the one seen in the
slowly cooled sample at atmospheric conditions (Fig. 5.8).
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Figure 5.9: Amorphous subtracted WAXS patterns of pressure crystal-
lized metallocene samples by cooling with +- #<���p3 4 from
the melt at 3500 bar. Left: The highly isotactic �'�m9� .
Right: �'�m*�( ( *�(�� ��,D���p��� )

Fractions of crystallinity were determined to be �A� *�*+ and �A� +��AH for �'�m9�� and�'�m*( , respectively. These values are slightly lower than the ones for samples
crystallized at atmospheric conditions.

5.4.2 In-situ high-pressure experiments
To get more insight in the pressure behavior of the most stereo-defected Ziegler-
Natta sample, it was subjected to in-situ high-pressure experiments. The same
four steps were applied as mentioned in Section 4.4.2. The sample �'�m*( exists
initially mainly in the � phase. Upon increasing the pressure (step 1; Fig. 5.10)
first the crystal lattice expands. During this process the crystals disorder as seen
from the broadening of the reflections. The expansion is most obvious for theE �� �AF G reflection. Further increase of the pressure ( ¤J��H �� bar) converts the ex-
pansion into a compression with respect to the initial d-spacing. Note that for theE �+��AF G reflection the expansion is much smaller than for the E �� �AF G reflections.
When the compressed lattice is heated at (H���� bar a recovery of the � lattice is
observed (step 2; Fig. 5.11), as seen by a relaxation of some reflections towards
higher d-spacings. Fig. 5.11 (step 3) indicates that pressure around (H���� bar
forms a stable region for crystallization of the � phase for �'�m*( . After complete
melting, the sample crystallizes dominantly in the � phase. During the cooling
process the diffraction patterns show small traces of � phase which crystallizes
before � does.
During release of the pressure at room temperature (step 4; Fig. 5.12) the re-
flections widen a little. Releasing pressure leads to a slight expansion of the �
lattice, which is observed in all reflections.
During depressurization the whole unit-cell expands but mostly in the c-axis
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Figure 5.10: WAXS patterns of �'�m*( ( *�(�� � %mmmm).Left: Increasing
pressure to (AH �� bar (step 1). Right: Peak positions ofE ��� �F G and E ��+�F G during the pressurization at room tem-
perature.
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Figure 5.11: WAXS patterns of �'�m*( ( *�(�� � %mmmm). Left: Heating at
3500

7 6� with +- C/min (step 2). Right: Crystallization at
3500

7 6A� by cooling with +- C/min (step 3).

direction of the � phase (by ≈ +, ). This c-direction is the growth direction of
the � phase, which is almost perpendicular to the two chain directions in this
crystal modification.
The unit-cell dimensions are given in Table 5.3.

5.5 Discussion
Morphology and � phase

The microscopic morphologies of �'�m*( show that the � lamellae are over-
grown. This has been identified as � overgrowth on � phase lamellae (Lotz et al.
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Figure 5.12: WAXS patterns of �'�m*( ( *�(�� ��,D���p��� ). Left: decreasing
pressure to atmospheric conditions (step 4) at room temper-
ature. Right: Peak positions of E ���� F G and E ����AF � during
depressurization.

Table 5.3: Unit-cell parameters in � unit-cell dimensions before and
after releasing pressure of �'�m*�( , crystallized at 3500 bar.¥�¦

= Unit-cell volume, § ¦ = Unit-cell density.

C@01(H���� bar C = � bar , expansion6 − 6�¨53 2 �A� (A� �A� +�� )� �H7
− 6¨�3 2 9A� �A� 9A� 9�� ��� *�98 − 6¨�3 2 +���� ( +A�� 9 (A� 9H¥ ¦ (�� (A) · � � n (�� HH · � � n *A� ���§ ¦ � =� ��� n � � �)�9 9*�( *A� +A�

(1986)). No lamellar branching is seen in these overgrown morphologies. This
suggests that � overgrows on the a, b plane of the � phase lamellae. Though this
is very unlikely because logically the � phase is nucleated on the a-c plane of
the � phase. This implies that if these lamellae are seen flat-on on the substrate
the � phase should grow from the sides of the lamellae and not on top. If these� lamellae are seen edge-on the � phase will grow on top of the lamellae with
the growth direction perpendicular to the a-c plane. A close look at the mor-
phologies in Fig 5.2, suggests that the tight � phase overgrowth is on top of the� phase lamellae, thus the � phase lamellae are seen edge-on.
The samples used were fractionated but nevertheless different isotactic and iso-
tactiod block lengths are present due to the isotactic heterogeneity in the chains.
This heterogeneity probably causes the different features that occur in �'�m*( .
The observed morphologies indicate a prominent role for the � phase in poor-
isotactic samples. This is confirmed by WAXS experiments and by DSC. In
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DSC a melting shoulder at � )��A� *- # is observed after slow cooling in the poorly
isotactic sample, �'�m*�( . This shoulder can be associated with the presence of
the � phase which has a lower melting point than the � phase.

Double melting

In DSC experiments double melting peaks were observed, most obviously for
sample �'�m�AB . In the other samples double melting was seen only as shoulders
of the main melting endotherm. For the double melting in polypropylene several
explanations have been put forward. Melting of daughter and mother lamellae
(Alamo et al. (1999a)) in highly isotactic PP, or melting of the so-called � ! and� " modification (Guerra et al. (1984)), see Section 3.1.1. As stated by DeRosa
et al. (1984), recrystallization or a transition of the � ! to � " is not likely to hap-
pen without partial melting, if the heating rates are high. We can associate the
double melting behavior in �'�m�B with structures dominated by the � ! and � "
phase. First the up-down disordered � ! -dominated crystal domains melt, fol-
lowed by melting of the more perfect � " -dominated domains. If given sufficient
time to crystallize (slow cooling) the two melting endotherms merge because the
differences between the � ! and � " dominated domains become less evident. In
other words the whole crystal-structure becomes more � " -like.
It is difficult to determine the phase behavior quantitatively by DSC experiments.
The reason lies in the absence of exclusive data concerning the recrystallization
and/or crystal-perfection processes during the heating.

The (hkl) reflections of the � phase

Clear splitting of the � phase (hkl) reflections ( E �����F G and E � (��� F G ) in the WAXS
patterns of �'�m9� and �'�m�B indicates a good ordering along the c-direction,
also at large cooling rates. Even in the poorly isotactic �'�m*( sample a splitting
of these (hkl) reflections is observed. This is unlike the metallocene sample C>)�H
with a comparable tacticity.
The reason for this behavior can be found in the stereo-block nature of the
Ziegler-Natta materials. Because the stereo-defects are concentrated in blocks,
longer and more perfect isotactic sequences are present in these materials com-
pared to the random distribution of stereo-defects in the metallocene derived
materials. This explains why compared to the metallocene iPPs the � phase is
less obvious in Ziegler-Natta iPPs. The isotactoid blocks will on the other hand
crystallize more easily in the � phase.

Perfection of the � phase

Another feature observed in the �'�m*( sample upon slow cooling is the splitting
of the E �� �AF G reflection into E �����F � and E � (�F � (Fig. 5.8). This splitting can be
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used as a qualitative measure for the degree of perfection of the � phase. In
the metallocene sample C<(A) and C>)�H this splitting could not be observed, even
after isothermal crystallization. This suggests that the perfection of the � phase
is enhanced by relatively short but perfect isotactic sequences.
In the pressure crystallized �'�m*( sample (Fig. 5.9) the splitting of E �� �AF G into
the E �����F � and the E �� (AF � is not as clear as for the atmospheric crystallized �
phase. Also the E ����F � is not as intense for the pressure crystallized sample. In
contrast the remaining parts of the two diffraction patterns are similar. This may
be illustrative for smaller crystals and less perfection of the � domains in this
sample compared to the atmospheric crystallized one.
After releasing the pressure in the in-situ experiments an expansion of the unit-
cell is observed, is most obvious along the c-direction of the � phase. This
expansion of the unit-cell can be the reason for the slightly lower crystallinity
found in pressure crystallized samples, in this case �'�m*( .
The less perfect crystals found in the pressure-crystallized � phase, together with
the lower crystallinity, can explain the lower overall densities, in the order of 2-
3%, found by He and Zoller (1994).

Recovery of the � phase crystals at high pressures

In experiments presented in Section 5.4.2 disordering is observed from the �
lattice by compression the sample to (AH �� bar at room temperature. This is
revealed from the broadening of the reflection. Heating this disordered sample at(AH �� bar causes the � phase to recover as observed by a increased intensity and
decreased width of the reflections. No � phase is observed during the heating
process until melting. Cooling thereafter reveals that the sample is in a stable� phase region, at high pressures around (H���� bar (also observed by Mezghani
and Phillips (1997)).
Knowing that (AH �� bar is a stable pressure region for the � phase, we can be
confident that the recovery of � phase crystal on heating is not a recrystallization
process. During pressure induced disordering in step 1, the initial � ordering
was kept. The limited mobility of the chains at these high pressures introduces
a sort of memory effect. By increasing the temperature at (H���� bar (step 2;
Fig. 5.11) the chain-mobility increases, allowing the initial � modification to re-
cover. The compressed chains exist in a meta-stable situation. The shift towards
higher d-spacings of the E �+��AF G reflection upon heating at (AH �� bar, suggests that
a relaxation process occurs. The glass transition temperature (T © ≈ ��- at atmo-
spheric pressure) increases with pressure, from which it is likely that the sample
dives below its glass transition temperature upon pressurization. The associated
extremely limited mobility, force the chains to pack closer together than they
would normally do above the glass-transition.
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Crystallization of the � phase at high pressures

At high pressures a small fraction of the chains (probably with long isotactic
chain segments) prefers the � phase over the � phase. This may be caused by the
isotactic heterogeneity in the sample. Thus the crystallization temperature of the� phase at these elevated pressures is still higher than that of the � phase, also
observed by Nakafuku (1981). In other words, at a given pressure, a chain or a
part of a chain crystallizes in the � or the � phase depending on the length of the
isotactic chain segment.

5.6 Conclusions
Similar to the metallocene derived polypropylene (Section 4.3.1), the decreasing
tacticity of Ziegler-Natta materials a has a major influence on the polymorphism
and crystallinity. Both show decreasing crystal-sizes with decreasing tacticity
as observed by microscopy. The extension of the � phase lamellae (along the
a∗-axis) decreases with an increasing amount of stereo-defects. In poorly isotac-
tic Ziegler-Natta PP an overgrowth of the � lamellae with � phase is observed,
as described by Lotz et al. (1986). These morphologies illustrate an increasing
content of the � phase in lower tactic samples, which is confirmed in the WAXS
experiments.

The melting point of the Ziegler-Natta derived materials, as investigated by DSC,
decreases with tacticity. Also double melting behavior was observed for the
stereo-defected samples �'�m�B and �'�m*( (with ��*�� 9 and *(A� � %mmmm).
Both slow cooling and decreasing tacticity turn out to promote the formation of
the � phase. The latter phenomenon is most clearly observed in the poor-isotactic
sample, and is confirmed by WAXS and DSC. Similar to the metallocene materi-
als we can conclude that for the Ziegler-Natta materials the � phase is kinetically
favored and the � phase is thermodynamically more stable. The degree of per-
fection of the � phase can be related to the splitting of the E ��� �F G reflection intoE �����F � and E ��� (F � . Evidently, the perfection of the � phase is enhanced by rela-
tively short but perfect isotactic chain segments.
The crystallinity for all Ziegler-Natta samples is independent of the applied cool-
ing rates.

Good reasons were found that the resolution of the two � phase (hkl) reflections
can be used as a qualitative measure for the crystal perfection along the c-axis
(chain axis). Applying pressure on Ziegler-Natta iPP (with *(A� � %mmmm) first
causes expansion of the crystal lattice, also as observed for the highly isotactic
metallocene sample (Section 4.4.2).
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Chapter 6

Metallocene versus Ziegler-Natta
derived polypropylenes

6.1 Introduction
In the two previous chapters the crystallization behavior of metallocene and
Ziegler-Natta derived iPP has been treated separately. In this chapter we will
illustrate the similarities and the differences between the random distribution of
stereo-defects as introduced by metallocene catalysis and a stereo-block distri-
bution which appears in Ziegler-Natta derived materials.
In the literature some attempts have been made to compare different molecular
structures in isotactic polypropylene (DeRosa et al. (2002)). Also different mod-
els for disordering were proposed for these materials (Dean and Register (1998)
and Auriemma et al. (2001)).

6.2 Morphology
In Ziegler-Natta polypropylene well known morphological features are observed,
such as long thin � phase lamellae. In poor tactic materials these lamellae are
overgrown with � phase similar as found by Lotz et al. (1996). Compared to
these results the metallocene materials show a more complex morphology with
decreasing tacticity.
The metallocene materials display different morphologies among which curved
structures are prominent, see Section 4.3.1. In the metallocene samples stereo-
defects are randomly distributed and therefore are more likely to be incorpo-
rated in crystals. On isothermal crystallization above � ��- C these curved crystal
morphologies are more prominent. The crosshatched morphologies within the
curved crystals are associated with the � phase. These features where the lamel-
lae are seen edge-on on the substrate occur for larger amounts of stereo-defects.
Furthermore the isothermal crystallized poor tactic metallocene samples mea-
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sured by WAXS, illustrated in Fig. 4.12, show that the amount of � phase de-
creases above � ���- C. The latter experiments were performed with a material
( C<(A) with +BA� � %mmmm) with a lower tacticity than the sample used in the mor-
phological study ( C>)�H with HB� � %mmmm). Because increasing tacticities show
a larger amount of � phase, it is likely that these curvatures exists mainly in the� phase, strengthening the argument of the crosshatching.
The dominant curved morphology associated with the metallocene samples i.e.
can therefore be a result of random distribution of the stereo-defects incorporated
within the crystal lattice.

6.3 Melting temperatures
The melting temperatures are illustrative for the differences between metallo-
cene and Ziegler-Natta derived iPPs. Fig. 6.1 shows the dependence of the cool-
ing rates on the melting temperatures for the two molecular structures. Melting
temperatures are determined with help of DSC as described in Chapter 2, Sec-
tion 2.3. Melting temperatures presented are from the � phase, determination of
the melting temperatures for the � phase is hindered by the broadness of the �
phase melting endotherm.
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Figure 6.1: Melting temperatures of the different iPP samples as func-
tion of the cooling rates applied during crystallization. The
number indicates the tacticity [ , mmmm]. Sample �'�m�B
shows two melting peaks in DSC, indicated as �'�m�B�E � F and�'�m�ABAE )�F .

Fig. 6.2 shows that the melting temperature decreases with decreasing tactic-
ity. The Ziegler-Natta samples have higher melting temperatures compared to
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the metallocene samples of similar tacticity. This is attributed to the block-like
distribution of the stereo-defects in the Ziegler-Natta samples that cause the crys-
tals to be more perfect. Though increase in melting temperatures in polymers can
also be attributed to crystals adapting larger dimensions, which can also be an
explanation of the differences. Double melting temperatures can be observed oc-
casionally in the Ziegler-Natta derived samples (e.g. �'�m�B as shown in Fig. 5.4
in Section 5.3.2), whereas no such examples could be observed in for the metal-
locene samples.
Several explanations for double melting peaks can be put forward such as the
melting of � ! and � " dominated crystal domains, melting recrystallization and
crystal thickness as explained in Section 3.1.1. Because we observed double
melting only in Ziegler-Natta type of materials, it suggests that double melting
is also dependent on the stereo-defect distribution and tacticity of the used poly-
propylene. There may also be a contribution of the � phase melting which could
influence the double melting feature.
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Figure 6.2: Melting temperatures dependent on the tacticity. Melting
temperatures were observed after cooling from the melt at
2 - C/min.

In Fig. 6.2 the melting temperatures of the Ziegler-Natta and metallocene sam-
ples are plotted as cooled at )�- C/min from the melt. It is evident that the melting
temperatures decrease with decreasing tacticity, and in metallocene samples this
decrease is stronger compared to the Ziegler-Natta samples. Upon comparing
these two curves in Fig. 6.2, implicitly it is assumed that the crystal perfection
has a minor influence on the melting temperature in both the metallocene and
the Ziegler-Natta materials. However, it is plausible that in metallocene samples,
stereo-defects are incorporated within the crystals to a larger extent. These im-
perfections as well as the crystal-size can result in a melting point depression.
According to Wunderlich (1980) (p.291-292) the major melting point depression
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is caused by crystal-size. Whereas crystal-sizes are derived from a reduction in
the length of the isotactic segments, which are strongly influenced by the tactic-
ity. For that reason we assume that crystal imperfections play a minor role in the
melting temperature depression.

From Fig. 6.2 we can directly compare the two materials at the same melting
temperature via interpolation. The trend for the average meso sequence length
as a function of tacticity for the metallocene samples (from Table 4.1) is given in
Fig. 6.3.
It can be seen from Fig. 6.2 that sample �'�m*( (63.1 , mmmm) has a melting
point equivalent to that of a polypropylene with a tacticity of B��A� +, mmmm us-
ing metallocene catalysis (as illustrated by the dashed line). Using Fig. 6.3 we
estimated the corresponding average meso-sequence length for a metallocene
material with B ��� +A, mmmm which is equal to ��H� *H . From detailed ! n C-NMR
data for �'�m*�( a meso-sequence length could be calculated of 9A� ��* (calculation
described by Randall (1977)).
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Figure 6.3: The dependence of the average isotactic sequence length on
the tacticity in metallocene samples. From detailed ! n C-
NMR data of various metallocene samples. Calculated as
described by Randall (1977).

If the same estimation is applied for the two melting points of �'�m�B ( ��*�� 9 %mmmm)
comparable metallocene tacticities of 9�*�� H and 9���� * %mmmm are obtianed. Lead-
ing to sequence lengths of ��*�� ++ and HH� (�9 (using Fig. 6.3), respectively for
random stereo-defect distribution. These sequence lengths are also significantly
higher than the (���� H) obtained via detailed NMR-data of the Ziegler-Natta sam-
ple.
These calculations illustrate how the block-like stereo-defect distribution in Ziegler-
Natta samples leads to longer isotactic chain segments compared to the metallo-
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cene derived materials with comparable tacticity.

6.4 Crystallinity and polymorphism

6.4.1 (hkl) reflections of the ª phase and isotactic perfection
We have observed that the resolution of two (hkl) reflections ( E ���� F G and E � (��� F G )
for the � phase strongly depends upon the distribution of stereo-defects. For
example in Ziegler-Natta materials (block-like distribution) these (hkl) reflec-
tions can be resolved as two separate reflections even in poorly isotactic samples
(Section 5.3.3). Whereas in metallocene derived materials (random distribution
of stereo-defects) such resolution only is seen in highly isotactic samples. The
poorly isotactic metallocene samples show broadening of the two (hkl) reflec-
tions to an extent that they can not be resolved anymore, even after isothermal
crystallization. Considering this line broadening to be caused by imperfections in
the distribution in the relevant crystallographic planes, the metallocene samples
can be less organized compared to the Ziegler-Natta samples. This distribution
can be attributed to the incorporation of a larger amount of stereo-defects in the
crystals in metallocene materials compared to the Ziegler-Natta grades. The in-
fluence of incorporation of stereo-defects within the crystals is likely to be seen
in reflections involving the c-axis of the � phase, such as the (hkl) reflections.

6.4.2 Polymorphism versus tacticity
With decreasing tacticity the importance of the � modification increases as re-
vealed by WAXS experiments, whereas also kinetics turn out to have a major
effect. The differences between the two molecular structures with respect to the� phase are shown more precisely in Fig. 6.4. This Figure indicates that poly-
morphism is more influenced in the metallocene iPPs compared to Ziegler-Natta
iPP. This is even true for the highly isotactic samples. In all cases the � phase
is more prominently present in the metallocene samples. A possible explanation
for this is provided hereafter.
In the crystalline structure of iPP a helical structure is energetically favored be-
cause of the isotactic nature of the material. As a consequence isotactic poly-
propylene adapts a (A! helix in all crystalline forms. When this isotactic nature
is disturbed by stereo-defects, most likely the helical structure will also be dis-
turbed or even interrupted. As a consequence the energy barrier for helix inver-
sions (Brückner et al. (2002)) could be lower or even disappear. The distorted
helix could also proceed in a different direction than before the defect. This can
possibly enhance the formation of � phase.
Higher amounts of � phase are found in metallocene samples compared to Ziegler-
Natta samples. The random distribution of stereo-defects thus has a major impact
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high- and medium-isotactic samples. Both for metallocene
(M) and Ziegler-Natta (ZN) produced iPP. The numbers in-
dicates the tacticity in ,D���p��� .

on the crystallinity as well as the polymorphism. It is likely that the stereo-
defects influence the packing of the chains. Possible reasons for that are the
above mentioned interruption of the helical structure which promotes non-parallel
chain features or the relative ease of the formation of the special folds for the �
phase structure.

6.4.3 Crystallinity versus tacticity
The crystallinity as determined by WAXS can be considered to be more reliable
than the ones determined by DSC. The trend of the crystallinity as a function
of the tacticity [%mmmm] is given in Fig. 6.5. The trend is similar to that pre-
sented in Fig. 6.2 for the melting temperature determined by DSC (Fig. 6.2). The
decrease in crystallinity with decrease in tacticity in the metallocene samples is
stronger than for the Ziegler-Natta samples. At high tacticities the differences
are minor, though the metallocene crystallinity remains lower. As expected the
extrapolation of the curves to � ��� %mmmm gives identical crystallinities for both
structures.

6.4.4 Pressure influence and growth direction
Increasing pressure at room temperature first causes an expansion of the � phase,
this is more clearly in high-tactic materials derived from both metallocene and
Ziegler-Natta catalysis. The expansion of the crystal lattice is observed in highly
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Figure 6.5: Fraction of crystallinity for different isotactic Ziegler-Natta
and metallocene derived samples. Crystallinity data from
melt crystallized samples, cooled at �A� H�- C/min.

crystalline iPPs, and is independent of the stereo-defect distribution within the
samples.
The lattice expansion upon pressurization is seen more clearly in the E ��� �F G re-
flection whereas the E �+��AF G reflection shows a relatively small expansion (Fig. 5.10
and Fig. 4.14). This indicates that the main lattice expansion occurs along the
a-axis of the � phase. On releasing pressure, after crystallization at (AH �� bar, the
largest peak shifts are observed along the c-axis direction of the � phase crystals,
the growth direction of the � phase.
The influence of pressure (increasing or decreasing; step 1 or step 4; in Section
4.4.2) is most evident in the growth direction of the dominating crystal phase.
This was shown in Chapter 4 for the metallocene derived iPPs. And a similar
behavior was found in the Ziegler-Natta materials (Chapter 5).

6.5 Modelling with disordered structures

6.5.1 Model of disordered structures

It has been shown recently that a poorly stereo-regular iPP sample on stretch-
ing develops disordered modification (Auriemma et al. (2001)). The disordered
modifications were intermediate between the � and the � phase. However, de-
pending on the draw ratio the obtained modifications had structures close to the� or the � phase. The proposed model of disorder is shown in Fig. 6.6. Consec-
utive bilayers of chains may face each other with the chain axes either parallel
(as in the � form) or nearly perpendicular (as in the � form). Two situations can
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be distinguished; two adjacent bilayers have either their chains parallel to each
other with a probability p G , or nearly perpendicular with a probability p � = 1-p G .
The position of the methyl groups in space do not allow intermediate structures
to occur. In this model of a disordered structure, ordered domains in the � or �
phase are present inside the same crystal, giving rise to the � and � phase mixed
at a molecular level like in (Fig. 6.6). Different disordered modifications, con-
taining different amounts of � -like or � -like arrangements of the chains, could
be obtained depending on the draw ratio (Auriemma et al. (2001)).

Figure 6.6: Proposed model of disorder by Auriemma et al. (2001).

Similar kind of disorder is likely to be present in poorly isotactic polypropylenes,
for example in sample LD[N used in this thesis. To investigate such possibility,
model calculations have been performed of the WAXS results. For this purpose
the experimental data of L>[�N illustrated in Section 4.3.3 was exclusively used.
Some of the distinct features of L>[�N , shown in the x-ray diffraction patterns in
Fig. 4.10 (Section 4.3.3), are that the intensities of the O P�P RS T and/or O PP�P�S V ,O P Q�RAS T and O P�P�U�S V reflections, are lower than that expected from diffraction pat-
terns of pure Y and Z phase (Fig. 3.2, Section 3.5). The O R��RAS T and/or O R�R\S V
reflection is relatively narrow and intense compared to the other reflections. De-
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pending on the crystallization conditions the E � (��AF G and E �� BF � reflections can
be absent and at the corresponding )�. range only a diffuse scattering is observed.
These experimental distinctions cannot be explained simply by considering that
the x-ray diffraction pattern arises from a mixture of pure � and � crystals.

Auriemma et al. (2001) have shown that the presence of � /� disorder in the crys-
talline domains, of the kind described in Fig. 6.6, induces changes in the relative
intensities of the Bragg peaks and introduces some diffuse scattering. Their cal-
culations showed that diffuse scattering is concentrated mainly near the E ��� �F G
and/or the E ���� F � reflections, in the range of E � (�F G and E �� BF � and in the region
of E � (A���F G and/or E �A) *AF � . The E �+��AF G and/or E ����AF � and E �����F G and/or E )��)F � are
not affected by the presence of the disordering.

Regarding the proposed disordered model the lamellar branching in the � phase
can be described as disordering, where the change of growth direction results in
branching of � phase lamellae as a result of the same non-parallel chain phe-
nomenon. The non-parallel chain features considered by Auriemma et al. (2001)
have a similar molecular origin as lamellar branching described earlier by Lotz
and Wittmann (1986) .

6.5.2 Method of calculation of the x-ray diffraction patterns

We performed a quantitative analysis by comparing experimental x-ray diffrac-
tion data of metallocene sample C>)�H with the one calculated by a suitable model
structure. The sample C>)�H has a tacticity of H�BA� � %mmmm and an average isotac-
tic sequence length of approximately * monomeric units. With this sample the
stereo-defects are randomly distributed along the polymer chain.

The x-ray powder diffraction profiles for model structures described in Fig. 6.6,
have been calculated according to the method described by Auriemma and DeRosa
(2002). Calculations have been performed with different amounts of � /� disor-
der.

The calculated crystal dimensions are given by %� , g) and v( , which are the
apparent average lengths of the crystallites along the three directions � , ) and( , respectively described in Fig. 6.6. The value of v( was deduced applying
the Scherrer’s formula (Corbeij-Kurelec (2001)). Requisite quantitative values
for the formula are obtained from the half-height width of the E ����AF � reflection
(for the � phase) and the E �+��AF G reflection (for the � phase) of the x-ray powder
diffraction patterns. The value of %� (assumed equal to g) ), was deduced from
the half-height width of the equatorial reflections, E ��� �F G and E � (��AF G for the �
phase, and E ���� F � and E �� BF � for the � phase. As suggested by Allegra and
Bassi (1980) a Bernoulli type distribution of the size of the crystallites along the
directions � , ) and ( was supposed.
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6.5.3 Results of the calculations

The experimental x-ray diffraction profiles of the sample C>)�H are drawn in
Fig. 6.7A with the amorphous content subtracted. Different amounts of crys-
tals in the � and � phase are present in our samples. The relative amount of
crystals in the � phase present in a sample, given by ® (Fig. 6.7), is calculated
from experimental results described in Section 2.4. The � and � phase can be
distinguished by the diagnostic reflections E � (�F G for the � phase and E ����B�F � for
the � phase.

Experimental results

We will describe the results only by mentioning the patterns a - e and a’ - e’ which
which are shown in Figs. 6.7A and 6.7B. The sample CD)H (Fig. 6.7A), cooled at+��- C/min from the melt crystallizes in modifications close to the � phase (pat-
tern e). Crystallization from the melt at P= (H���� bar or at atmospheric pressure
using cooling rates in the range of �A� H and � - C/min, gives a crystal structure with
mainly � phase (pattern a, b and c). CD)H crystallized from the melt and cooled at� ��- C/min, possesses a mixture of the two polymorphs, (pattern d). These peaks
of the diagnostic peaks of the � and � phase are rather broad rather broad, and
a noticeable amount of diffuse scattering appears in the x-ray diffraction pattern
in this )�. region.
The x-ray patterns described in Fig. 6.7A cannot be associated with pure � or �
phase. Small amounts of crystals in the � phase are always present in samples
rich in the � phase and vice-versa. In the sample C>)�H crystallized at � �- C/min,
the � and � phase are present in approximately a 1:1 ratio (pattern d). However,
a simple mixture of crystals of pure � and � phase cannot account for the inten-
sities of the reflections. A good fit of the experimental x-ray diffraction patterns
is obtained assuming that mixting of the � and � modifications occurs at molec-
ular level in these samples, as described in Fig. 6.6. This model can be used to
explain our experimental observations.

Results of the calculations

The best fit for the experimental data (Fig. 6.7A) is presented in Fig. 6.7B. the fi-
gure shows the calculated profiles for various disordered structural models shown
in Fig. 6.6. For the calculation a single phase is assumed to be present in these
samples. The parameters used for the fit are mentioned next to each curve of
Fig. 6.7B. C>)�H melt crystallized at elevated pressure (pattern a) and those crys-
tallized at atmospheric pressure in the range ��� H − ��- C/min (patterns b and c),
are accounted for by the profiles calculated for disordered models mainly in the� phase including )�� % of � -like arrangements of the chains (p � = ��� � , pattern a’,
b’ and c’, respectively). Crystallization by cooling at +��A- C/min (pattern e) leads
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Figure 6.7: Experimental (A) and calculated (B) WAXS patterns (recal-
culated for ¯�°�± ²vT�b³P] N�� Å) of L>[�N ( NU] P � mmmm). * =
metal reflection of the equipment. ´ = probability of Z fac-
ings, µ = fraction Z phase from experimental results.

to a model structure, mainly in the Y form, including Q�R % of Z -like arrange-
ments of the chains (p V = R�] Q , pattern e’). After cooling at P R^ C/min (pattern d)
a highly disordered structure is observed with p V = RA] M (pattern d’). Roughly, the
x-ray diffraction profile corresponds to the one calculated for a highly disordered
model structure as illustrated in Fig. 6.6.

The average crystallite dimensions are also strictly dependent on the crystalliza-
tion conditions. High pressure induces the formation of crystals of relatively
small dimensions, as indicated by the ¶%P to ¶vQ values in pattern a’. The sample
crystallized at atmospheric pressure by rapid cooling ( �R^ C/min) corresponds
to crystals having larger dimensions (pattern e). Melt crystallization by slow
cooling at atmospheric conditions leads to crystals with large dimensions along
direction 3 (see Fig. 6.6) as shown in pattern b’, c’ and d’. The direction 3 cor-
responds to the b T or cV axis, i.e. to the direction in which the bilayers of iPP
chains are packed. The average crystal dimensions along the direction 1 and 2,¶%P = ¶g[ , increase roughly with increasing cooling rate and range from \�R Å to
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%� = g) = ��H � Å. The average dimensions of the crystals along the directions 1
and 2 (parallel to the chain axis), are relatively large for the sample cooled at� ��- C/min (pattern d’).

Discussion

The calculations reveal a high resolution of the two (hkl) reflections (the E ���� F G
and E � ( �� F G ) which can be resolved in � phase dominated patterns of C>)�H (cooled
at � � and +��- C/min as shown in pattern d’ and e’). Such resolution is not ob-
served in the experimental patterns (pattern d and e), in which the two (hkl)
reflections are merged into one broad reflection. We will comment shortly on the
possible reasons for this difference.
The question arises whether the obtained crystal structure for a sample is in the
equilibrium state, especially at the high cooling rates like � � and +��A- C/min. To
have better insight into such a possibility sample C>)�H was left to crystallize
isothermally above the melting temperature of the � phase. We observed that
in the isothermally crystallized sample, which is likely to be nearer to the equi-
librium state, the two (hkl) reflections could not be resolved. This suggests that
the experimentally observed (hkl) reflections will never resolve into two reflec-
tions in C>)�H like they do in the calculated patterns.
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Figure 6.8: Amorphous subtracted WAXS-pattern of ·Dw�¸ annealed from
the melt at 112.5 ¹ º for u w hours. »�¼1½�¾ ¿�u À Å. Á Â = fractionÃ phase from experimental results.

The presence of other crystal phases can also influence the x-ray powder diffrac-
tion pattern. Small amounts of the mesomorphic phase having a diffuse scatter-
ing in the same w�Ä region as these (hkl) reflections may also be considered as a
possible explanation. The mesomorphic phase appears upon quenching of thin
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films but is also present in copolymers of polypropylene with a rather high co-
monomer content i.e. iPP with � % (mol/mol) octene (Burgt van der and Rastogi
(2002)).
The average isotactic sequence length of C>)�H is in the order of 6 monomeric
units. The randomly distributed stereo-defects imply that these defects are bound
to be incorporated within the crystals. Especially in the � phase this could cause
disordering along the c-axis. This is seen in the (hkl) reflections whereas the
remaining (hk � ) reflections do not show the influence of the c-axis direction. We
observed that these (hkl) reflections merge into one reflection with decreasing
tacticity. Since the model given in Fig. 6.6 uses perfect isotactic segments it
adapts perfect (! helices. Thus it does not take into account stereo-defect inclu-
sion which can be responsible for the resolution of the two (hkl) reflections in the� phase. Therefore the calculated patterns show differences to the experimental
x-ray patterns.
Small but perfect isotactic sequences are more close to the molecular structure
found in Ziegler-Natta derived iPP. In the latter type of samples we indeed ob-
served the splitting of the (hkl) reflections even in the weakly isotactic, �'�m*( ,
sample ( *�(�� � %mmmm) which has a similar tacticity as the C>)�H sample.
The calculations confirm the experimental results in a way that an increasing
amount of non-parallel chain features are found when crystallizing more slowly.
Auriemma et al. (2001) suggested that a � � triad (a single stereo-defect) causes a
change in helical hand and at the same time a change of direction with an ≈ �A��-
angle (Fig. 6.9). Such a defect could enhance non-parallel chain features such
as appear in the � phase, with the requirement that the two non-parallel helices
appear in two not parallel E ����AF � planes.

Figure 6.9: Change of the Q � helical direction and handiness by a Å Å
triad (a single stereo-defect). Taken from Auriemma et al.
(2001)

Summarizing, for patterns in which Z phase dominates over the Y phase the dis-
ordered model does an excellent job. However, the results for the Y dominated
samples also describe the experimental data very well, differences are found in
the resolution of the (hkl) reflections (for the Y phase).
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6.6 Line broadening analysis

To a certain extent we can estimate in which crystallographic direction(s) the
crystalline defects are concentrated with the help of broadness analysis of the
wide-angle x-ray reflections (after subtraction of the amorphous halo). For this
purpose higher order reflections are needed, which unfortunately are hardly pre-
sent in our measurements. We need to follow the development of the integral
width Æ�Ç of the reflections and their higher orders with the inverse d-spacings
(Wunderlich (1973); Klug and Alexander (1974) and Balta-Calleja and Vonk
(1989)). Little crystal defects exist in the direction normal to the crystal-plane if
the integral widths of the first and the second order reflections are equal. When
defects exist in that particular crystal-plane the integral width of the second order
reflection increases compared to the first order one.
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Figure 6.10: Broadness analysis of L>[�N ( ¯@bÈRA] UP \ Å). ÉAÊ = Integral
width; P ��Ë = Inverse d-spacing (center of the reflection).
Left: Slowly cooled sample (0.5 ^ C/min). Right: Pressure
crystallized LD[N .

The only higher order, in these dominantly Z phase samples shown in Fig. 6.10,
are the O RR�\AS V and the O R�RaP [S V . These reflections have the same integral width
indicating that this crystallographic direction contains only a very small amount
of errors. Other reflections roughly show increasing ÉAÊ with an increasing value
for P�� Ë , which roughly indicates that crystalline defects are located along the a-
and b-axes of the Z phase unit-cell ( ¶ � and ¶ $ of the disordered model). The
relatively small integral width of the O R�R\S V reflection confirms that the crystals
are best developed in the c-axis direction which confirms the model calculations.

For the Y rich phase such calculations were not trivial because of the absence of
higher order reflections.
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6.7 Conclusions
The two molecular structures, metallocene derived and Ziegler-Natta derived iPP,
reveal differences in their crystallization behavior. In the Ziegler-Natta derived
samples the influence of stereo-defects is much less pronounced.
In both molecular structures the � phase content is enhanced by slow cooling
as well as by poor tacticity, while crystallinity is independent of the applied
cooling rates but decreases strongly with the presence of higher amounts of
stereo-defects. In metallocene derived materials the crystallinity decreases more
strongly compared to the Ziegler-Natta ones.

From melting point differences it was estimated that the isotactic segments can
be more than twice as long for Ziegler-Natta compared to metallocene derived
iPPs, with comparable tacticity. This confirms that the Ziegler-Natta iPP has rel-
atively longer isotactic sequences compared to metallocene iPP with a similar
tacticity.

Lattice expansion takes place in the initial stages of pressurization of highly crys-
talline, high isotactic � phase of polypropylene at room temperature. This ex-
pansion is independent of the molecular structure.
Pressure treatments at room temperature show the largest deformations in the
growth direction of the dominant crystal phase.

Experimental WAXS patterns of stereo-defected metallocene iPP were well des-
cribed with the help of the disordered model calculations. The model (presented
by Auriemma et al. (2001)) considers the presence of � and � facings within one
crystallite. The model does an excellent job for � dominated x-ray patterns and
a rough estimation could be obtained for the � dominated x-ray patterns.
Furthermore, from line broadening analysis we found that only very few crystal-
lographic defects are located along the c-axis in the � phase.
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Chapter 7

Correlation of molecular structure
and rheological parameters

7.1 Introduction
In the perspective of the previous chapters we will continue to compare metal-
locene and Ziegler-Natta derived polypropylene. In the previous chapters the
crystallization aspects of such materials were explored with the emphases on the
solid state properties. In this chapter the behavior in the melt is investigated, in
which correlations of the molecular structure and rheological parameters were
analyzed.

The rheological properties of metallocene derived iPP in comparison with Ziegler-
Natta derived iPP were investigated by Fujiyama and Inata (2002). These au-
thors compared their samples with similar MFI and found that metallocene sam-
ples showed less die swell whereas the � � remained independent of the catalyst
system used. In some polymers the influence of tacticity is expressed in the
plateau modulus which can be directly translated into the entanglement molec-
ular weight. For example tacticity was found to have major influence on the
plateau modulus in PMMA (Wu and Beckerbauer (1992)). In polypropylene,
isotactic and atactic material are said to have a similar plateau modulus while
syndiotactic PP yields different values as stated by Eckstein et al. (1998). The
later authors suggest the plateau modulus to be dependent on the chain confor-
mation. This is disputable while the plateau modulus is a property assumed to
have a random coil in the melt. Nevertheless in a number of papers differences
between the melts of isotactic/atactic PP and syndiotactic PP are found (Eckstein
et al. (1998); Fuchs et al. (1996) and Maier et al. (1997)).

The linear viscoelastic response of linear polymers (illustrated by j ′ E k%F andjDÌ�E k%F ) can be described well with reptation theories. In polydisperse materials
the broad range of chain lengths plays a role and also the shorter chains influenc-
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ing the relaxation of longer chains and vice versa. The double reptation model
is able to describe this rather well, and if the molecular weight distribution curve
(measured by GPC) of the material is known, good predictions of the linear vis-
coelastic properties can be made, as presented by Ruymbeke van et al. (2002a)
for instance. In reverse, the linear viscoelastic behavior can also be used as a
tool for predicting the molecular weight distribution as shown for instance by
Ruymbeke van et al. (2002b).

The aim of this chapter is to find parameters which describe the influence of
molecular weight, polydispersity and molecular structure as introduced during
polymerization with help of experimental linear viscoelasticity data. Such study
is needed in order to get more insight on the influence of these parameters on
flow enhanced crystallization. The latter is illustrated as an example at the end
of this chapter. Analysis of these data with the help of a simple constitutive
model is useful in providing more insight.
Two series of samples were used for the experiments, one produced by Ziegler-
Natta and one by metallocene catalysts. Characteristic for the Ziegler-Natta se-
ries, from which more details can be found in Chadwick et al. (2001), is that
these samples have constant molecular weight at varying polydispersity. The se-
ries can be divided into two groups (series 1A and 1B), series 1A has an average
molecular weight ( � � ) of ≈ (+�� kg/mol, while the molecular weight distribu-
tion (MwD=M� /M � ) varies from (�� � to BA� * and series 1B has a molecular weight
of ≈ ) �� kg/mol, in which the MwD varies from (A� + to 9A� � . These materials were
selected on basis of similar intrinsic viscosity which roughly indicates a similar
flow behavior. The second series was produced by metallocene catalysis. Un-
like the samples in the first series, these samples differ mainly in � � , while the
polydispersity remains approximately two for the whole series.
To avoid any degradation/oxidation all the samples are stabilized with 0.1 ,�E Í ��Í F
Irganox 1010 and 0.05 ,�E Í ��Í F Calcium Stearate.

7.2 Theoretical aspects

7.2.1 Moments of the molecular weight distribution
The samples have been analyzed with Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC).
The different moments of the molecular weight can be generalized in one equa-
tion:

��Î<0ÐÏ E 4�Ñ · ��ÒÑ F
Ï E 4 Ñ · � Ò − !Ñ F (7.1)

In Eq. 7.1 � Î is the molecular weight, 4�Ñ is the number fraction of mass ��Ñ .
Ï E 4�Ñ F is defined as equal to 1. The given characteristic molecular weight (mo-
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ments) for the samples are then given by:

1. ��� : the number average molecular weight (j=1).

2. � � : the weight average molecular weight (j=2).

3. ��� : the z-average of the molecular weight (j=3).

4. � � Ó ! : the (z+1) average molecular weight (j=4).

From this definition, the order of magnitude of the different molecular weights
has to be ����IÔ���ÕI³���mI³��� Ó ! . ��� normally is called ”the molecular
weight of the polymer”and is closely related to the rheological behavior. The
molecular weight distribution (MwD) is given by � � � � � . � � is situated on the
low molecular weight side of the molecular weight distribution curve whereas
the ��� is situated on the high molecular weight side. The value for ��� Ó ! is
indicative for a possible high molecular weight tail.

7.2.2 The Cross model
For describing the experimental data we used a simple simple constitutive model,
the Cross-model. The model was used to fit and describe the experimental data
for the absolute value of the dynamic viscosity | � ∗| E k%F :

| � ∗| − � ∞��� − � ∞ 0 �� ; E 	 · kgF Ö ! − � × (7.2)

In Eq. 7.2, � ∞ is the viscosity at infinite shear rate, 	 is a characteristic time
constant and 4 is the power-law index.
The choice for the Cross model was achieved after comparing the fit of the data
for this model with the Ellis model and the Carreau-Yasuda model. Applying the
Cross model provided a better fit of the experimental data compared to the Ellis
model and yields more explicit trends compared to the Carreau-Yasuda model.
More details are given in Appendix A. Apart from that, a (limited) physical
explanation can be given to the parameters that are used for fitting the curves
with the Cross model. The Cross model has been developed for steady (capillary)
flow but it is used to describe the dynamic viscosity as justified by the so-called
Cox-Metz principle which states that | � ∗| ∼0 �5El��0�k ).
The � ∞ can be taken as zero, because the range where � ∞ is valid is never
reached in these measurements. Fitting | � ∗| E kgF with the Cross-equation gives
an estimation for the zero shear viscosity ��� (the Newtonian plateau), and the
slope in the higher frequency region (the power-law region) expressed by 4 .
Furthermore, 	 can be seen as a time constant which is related to the aver-
age relaxation-time of the materials and therefore linked to both the molecular
weight and the polydispersity.
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Dependent on the three parameters in the Cross-model, three regions can be des-
cribed as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. In each region one of the Cross-parameters
dominates:

1. Region I: the � � region or Newtonian region. Since � � is nearly the same
for all three samples of series 1, � � remains nearly the same for these sam-
ples. It is well known that the �� shows a strong dependence on ��� .

2. Region II: the 	 region, this region is dependent on the polydispersity
(MwD= � � / � � ) and � � .

3. Region III: the 4 region, steady slope in the shear thinning which seems to
be constant for the samples studied(± *A, ).

Occasionally, the Cross model is used in literature for PP. Good correlations
were found by Incarnato et al. (1999) who show that the calculated parameters
of the Cross model are dependent on the molecular weight at nearly constant
MwD. 	 and ��� seem to be linearly related but this is not mentioned by the
authors. Michel (2002) using Carreau-Yasuda also found good correlation with
polydispersity related parameters.

7.2.3 The polydispersity index
The intersect of the experimental j ′ E kgF and jDÌ�E k%F curves defines the crossover
modulus ( j<Ø ) and a crossover frequency (kxØ ). The value of the crossover mod-
ulus can be transformed into a polydispersity index ( C<Æ ) by applying CDÆ@0� ��� � j Ø ( j Ø is in Pa). Zeichner and Patel (1981) show that the crossover modu-
lus (log( j Ø )) linearly depends on log(MwD). Linear relations between log( C<Æ )
and log(MwD) were also found by Michel (2002) and Incarnato et al. (1999).
A similar relationship was also established by Rahalkar (1989), who instead
of the CDÆ considered j �Ù ��j<Ø . Because the plateau modulus ( j �Ù ) is supposed
to be constant for a specific polymer, this method is expected to give a similar
relationship with MwD.

7.2.4 The Maxwell relaxation-time spectrum
The influence of the MwD can also be investigated with a Maxwell relaxation-
time spectrum. For that, the experimental curve for the complex modulus j ∗ E kgF
is described as a sum of contributions of Maxwell models.

j ′ E kgFv0JÚ ÛÜj Û k " 
 "Û� ; k " 
 "Û (7.3)

jDÌ�E k%Fx0 Ú Û j Û k%
 Û� ; k " 
 "Û (7.4)
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| j ∗| 0ÕE j ′ " ; j<Ì " F � Ý � (7.5)

This fitting yields a spectrum of relaxation-times ( 
 Û ’s) with accompanying mod-
uli ( j Û ’s). This was studied for a maximum of six relaxation-times. j Û 
 Û are
correctly calculated inside the [1/ k �xÞ Î , 1/ k � Ñ � ] ß Î à ß á Ñ � ß � â Þ ã interval. If values forj Û 
 Û outside this range are taken in account, they have weak physical mean-
ing (Swartjes (2001)) because they depend on extrapolations of the experimental
data. They can be used for comparative studies. For calculation of the relaxation-
time spectrum, the relaxation-times ( 
 Û ) and the relaxation moduli ( j Û ) were
considered to be free variables.
From the calculated values for 
 Û and j Û a characteristic relaxation-time ( 
 Ø )
can be defined as shown by Schoonen (1998). The 
 Ø parameter is the viscosity
average of the calculated relaxation-times.


 Ø 0�Ï
Û E � Û 
 Û F
Ï
Û � Û (7.6)

In this equation � Û is equal to j Û · 
 Û .
7.2.5 ä5å versus æÕç
The ��� values can be determined from the data provided by fitting | � ∗| k with
the Cross-equation (eq. 7.2). The relation between �� and the molecular weight
is described by the equation ��<0~# · � n Ý �� for mono-disperse polymers (Ferry
(1980)).
For polypropylene, the log( �� ) versus log( ��� ) relationship, proves to be mainly
dependent on � � and also weakly dependent on MwD, as stated by Zeichner
and Patel (1981) who found a slope of 3.6. Michel (2002) found a slope of (�� B�+ .
7.2.6 The plateau modulus
The plateau modulus ( j �Ù ) is assumed to be independent of � � and MwD for
a particular polymer. It normally determined by the min-è 64xE éF method. The
entanglement molecular weight ( � ß ) is related to j �Ù by assuming ideal rubber
behavior:

j �Ù 0 §ê �� ß (7.7)

In Eq. 7.7, § is the density, R the ideal gas constant and T is the temperature
in Kelvin (Ferry (1980)). Measuring j �Ù for polypropylene can be done with
two techniques: dynamic rheometry (Plazek and Plazek (1983); Wasserman and
Graessley (1992)) or with small angle neutron scattering (Fetters et al. (1994)).
Values for the plateau modulus presented in literature show considerable differ-
ences as stated by Nobile and Cocchini (2001). For polypropylene, the plateau
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modulus has been measured with help of atactic samples. The value determined
for the plateau modulus (which is widely referred to) has been determined from
materials derived from anionic polymerization yielding 1,4-poly(2-methyl-1,3-
pentadiene) followed by a hydrogenation in order to get a nearly mono-disperse
and non-stereo-specific (amorphous) polypropylene (Fetters et al. (1994)). For
this polymer the reported value for j �Ù is +A� H · � ��� Pa which corresponds to a ��ß
is *�� H) kg/mol. Plazek and Plazek (1983) found a similar value for fractionated
amorphous polypropylene. However, Nobile and Cocchini (2001) found j �Ù is(�� � · � ��� Pa in better agreement with their data. A value lying in between these
two was found by Eckstein et al. (1998), they also found that isotactic and atactic
have a similar ��ß ( *�� 9 and BA� � kg/mol, respectively) while syndiotactic polypro-
pylene has a much lower ��ß ( )A� � kg/mol). The differences are attributed to the
differences in chain conformation of the materials.
The plateau modulus can be used to express the possible differences caused by
tacticity, because the influence of molecular weight and polydispersity in this fre-
quency region is minor (Eckstein et al. (1998) and Wu and Beckerbauer (1992)).

7.3 Influence of molecular weight distribution

The GPC-data of the Ziegler-Natta series 1 samples are given in table 7.1. The
series is divided in series 1A with an average ��� of ≈ (�+� kg/mol and series 1B
with an � � of ≈ )���� kg/mol.

Table 7.1: Characteristics of the Ziegler-Natta series 1 samples; molec-
ular weights are given in kg/mol.

Sample-name ��� ��� ��� ��� Ó ! ���{� ���
series 1A - - - - -

HA �+��9�9� ����� � ((�*�� H ��� + � H���� (�� �
HA ��A� �A��B� ) ��� *���� � (AH�BA� H � ��+� � 9*H HA� 9
HA 99���A� 9A� � ��� +HA� � (+���� H ��) �� )�H���� BA� *

series 1B - - - - -
HA 99�����AH� ) ��� B +�� H )H (�� H *�� � ��� +H (�� +
HA 99�����9A� � ��� H�HA� � )�*�(�� H B)�B � +AH�H +�� �
HA 99��AH �AH� � ��� +���� � )��A�� � ���9 � B�+H BA� �
HA ��� �(A� +A� +���� (�(�� ) (A) (�� H � �HH H (AH�H 9�� �

In the samples of series 1B, � � increases slightly with the molecular weight dis-
tribution, MwD. It should be noted that the sample with the highest MwD(=9.8
(HA �A� ��(�� +�� +�A� )) has a relatively high value for ��� Ó ! which indicates a high
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molecular weight tail. Dynamic measurements were performed on this series of
samples shown in Table 7.1.

7.3.1 The storage and loss modulus.
Two dynamic moduli are directly extracted from the dynamic rheometry exper-
iments. The storage modulus, j ′ E kgF , describes the elastic behavior and the loss
modulus, jDÌ�E k%F , describes the viscous behavior of the measured material. These
moduli show differences with different MwD and their mastercurves at )����A- C are
shown in Fig. 7.1 and 7.2. Shift factors required for the construction of the mas-
tercurves are summarized in Appendix A. From these results, it is possible to
check if moduli reach the terminal zone. This means log( j ′ E k%F ) having a slope
equal to two, in the low frequency region, and log( j<Ì�E kgF ) having a slope equal
to one. These moduli will be used in further investigation hereafter.
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Figure 7.1: Mastercurves of the dynamic moduli at [ RR^ � for series 1A.
Left: the elastic modulus, e ′ and Right: the loss modulus,e<h .

7.3.2 The complex dynamic viscosity.
From the e ′ O f%S and e<h�O fgS data the complex dynamic viscosity | � ∗| can be cal-
culated:

| � ∗| b Pf O e ′ $ d eDh $ S 	 
 � (7.8)

The | � ∗| versus frequency ( f ) gives a good representation of the MwD dependent
differences between the samples at the same �� . From the dynamic moduli in
Fig. 7.1 and 7.2, the mastercurves for | � ∗| are derived (Fig. 7.3 and 7.4). It is to
be noted that the vertical shift factor ( � � ) is within a limit of 0.9 and 1.1, these are
acceptable values compatible with thermo-rheological simplicity. From Fig. 7.3,
it is evident that the three samples of series 1A have a similar zero shear viscosity,� 	 , which is in agreement with the similar �� of the samples.
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Figure 7.2: Mastercurves of the dynamic moduli at [ RR^ � for series 1B.
Left: the elastic modulus, e ′ and Right: the loss modulus,e<h .
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Figure 7.3: | 2 ∗| versus the frequency of the dynamic measurement for
series 1A. Mastercurves were shifted to 3545476 8 .

| 2 ∗| 9 :<; for series 1B, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4, shows a similar trend as observed
for the series 1A.
From Fig. 7.4 it is evident that the sample with a MwD of =?> @ is out of line
compared to the samples with MwD= �$> = and MwD= A?> B . In the low frequency
region (near to the Newtonian region) it shows a comparatively low | 2 ∗| 9 :<; .

7.3.3 The Cross model

The cross-equation (Eq. 7.2) has been applied to the experimental data yielding
the results shown in Table 7.2
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Figure 7.4: The complex viscosity versus the frequency for Ziegler-Natta
series 1B. Mastercurves are shown at )���� � # .

Table 7.2: Cross-fit parameters of the Ziegler-Natta Series 1 samples.

Sample-name �1ÍWV ��� [Pa·s] 	 [s] 4 [-] corr.coef.
series 1A

HA �+��9�9� (A� � *�9A) � �A� +�+ ��� (AH �A� 9�9�
HA ��A� �A��B� ) ��� H� 9 B�)A� � �A� B ( ��� (AH �A� 9�9�
HA 99���A� 9A� � ��� B� * B� ��� ��� *�* ��� (� �A� 9�9�

series 1B
HA 99�����AH� ) ��� (A� + ) 9��� �A� � B ��� (* �A� 9�99
HA 99�����9A� � ��� +A� � )�HA� � �A� � 9 ��� (� �A� 9�99
HA 99��AH �AH� � ��� B� � ) 99�� �A� (�( ��� (AB �A� 9�9�
HA ��� �(A� +A� +���� 9A� � (����� �A� *�� ��� +� �A� 9�9AH

The power-law index ( 4 ) is nearly constant whereas 	 increases with the MwD.
The changes in 	 can possibly be interpreted as an increase of the average
relaxation-time with the MwD. Small variations in �� can be associated with
subtle differences in the � � within the samples.
Both the results for series 1A and for series 1B show that 	 increases with the
MwD (Table 7.2). 	 may also be dependent on the high molecular content in
the MwD (Section 7.2.2), which is expressed in the value for � � . Since � �
is nearly constant, particularly in comparison with the values for ��� and ��� ,	 mainly correlates with ��� and ��� . Thus 	 is argued to be dependent on
the ratio � � � � � , which represents the overall distribution. A similar hypothesis
was suggested by Rahalkar (1989) but was not worked out further. In Fig. 7.5 it
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is shown that for both series, the dependency of log( 	 ) on log( � � � � � ) can be
described by a linear relationship.
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Figure 7.5: Time constant ( 	 ) from the Cross-model versus overall
molecular weight distribution ( � � � � � ) measured by GPC
for both series 1 ( � � ≈ (+�� kg/mol) and series 2 ( � � ≈) �� kg/mol). Trend lines are plotted to help the eye.

7.3.4 The polydispersity index
Zeichner and Patel (1981) showed that the crossover modulus is dependent on
the MwD. Fig. 7.6 shows a linear relation between the log( CDÆ ) and the log(MwD)
for the series 1 samples.

7.3.5 The Maxwell relaxation-time spectrum
The calculated relaxation-time spectrum for the series 1 samples are shown in
Fig. 7.7 and 7.8.
The figures show that the relaxation-time spectrum spreads over a large range of
relaxation-times. The highest values for 
 Û are in the order of 2000 seconds, al-
though it was expected, from the k values in the measurements, that the highest
relaxation-time would be in the order of 100 seconds. Therefore the experimen-
tal window is indicated by the dotted vertical lines. The high relaxation times,
lying outside the experimental window, are interpreted as a logical extension of
the relaxation time spectrum in order to achieve a good description of the experi-
mental data. Especially these high relaxation-times express the influence caused
by the polydispersity. The middle of the relaxation time spectra shows no large
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Figure 7.7: The Maxwell relaxation-time spectrum of the Ziegler-Natta
series 1A. Table of the data is presented in Appendix A.

variation between the different samples for both series 1A and 1B.

The overall trends of the spectra for series 1A and 1B are similar (Fig. 7.7 and
7.8). The relaxation-time spectrum of the first sample of series 1B (HA __�R\�RAN] [ R�P
GPC determined MwD=3.4) shows a different distribution of the relaxation-
times.
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Figure 7.8: The relaxation time spectrum of the Ziegler-Natta series 1B
with calculated relaxation-time moduli. Table of the data is
presented in Appendix A.

The characteristic relaxation-times 
 � , explained in Section 7.2.4, were calcu-
lated from the relaxation-time spectra of the samples of series 1A and 1B. Similar
to the Cross model parameter 	 , the log( 
�� ) was found to strongly dependent
on the log( ��� � ��� ) as illustrated in Fig. 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: The characteristic relaxation-times for Ziegler-Natta series
1A and 1B, dependence of � � � � � . Trend lines are plotted
to help the eye.

The figure shows that the 
 � value is mainly dependent on the complete molec-
ular weight distribution and can be used as a counterpart of the Cross-parameter
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	 . The relaxation-time values for 
 � are a factor 10 time higher than the values
for 	 . Therefore 
 � describes the influence of the longer relaxation-times, the
high molecular weight tail. In this way these two parameters complement each
other.

7.4 Influence of molecular weight
This second series of samples, summarized in Table 7.3, has been selected to
determine the influence of the molecular weight for a nearly constant MwD.
All the samples of this series are derived from metallocene catalysis. In this
respect this series is completely different to the Ziegler-Natta series 1. These
metallocene samples of series 2 have a MwD close to two which is very narrow
compared to the Ziegler-Natta samples.

Table 7.3: The Metallocene derived samples; molecular weights are
given in kg/mol.

Sample ID ��� ��� ���y� ��� � ,>�p���p�p�(�HA� 9�A� � 9�� * (9A� ) )� � ��+�� *��)�� (�A� � BA� � (�A� � )� � ��(�� ���)�� +�A� +���� + ��A� * )� � ��+�� )��)�)A� (�A� ) 9�� � �(A� � )� 9 9BA� +*�A�� 9�A� 9�9�� ) )������ H )� ) 9BA� *(�HA� � �A� *���� + )��A�� � )� 9 9BA� *C<(* �BA� ) ��B�� � )� � (�*�� B

Note the metallocene sample C<(* , with ��� of � BA� kg/mol has a very low iso-
tacticity of (*A� � %mmmm.

7.4.1 ä5å versus æÕç
The relation between � � and the molecular weight is given by � � 0È� n Ý �� for
mono-disperse polymers (Ferry (1980)). Samples of both series have been used
to determine the relationship. The � � values were determined using the Cross-
equation (eq. 7.2). From the Ziegler-Natta samples only the �� of the lowest
MwD samples of series 1A and 1B have been used to fit the equation. From the
metallocene samples the highest MwD have been used so that in general the fit is
valid for )A� 9�I MwD IJ(A� � (the dotted line in Fig. 7.10). The samples that were
not used for fitting are also plotted in the figure. This includes the remaining
samples of both series 1 and 2. These non used data is rather well expressed by
the fitted line. The relationship between log( ��� ) and log( ��� ), shown in Fig. 7.10,
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reveals that the Ziegler-Natta samples fall approximately on the same (fitted) line
as the metallocene ones.
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Figure 7.10: The �� versus the ��� of samples with a relatively low MwD.��� values were obtained via fitting the mastercurve of | � ∗| E kgF
with the Cross-equation.

In this work the slope turns out to be (�� BA� (Fig. 7.10) which is close to the (�� *
found by Zeichner and Patel (1981) and similar to the value (�� B�+ found by Michel
(2002). Because we did not use monodisperse samples this indicates that � � is
not only influenced by the � � but also (for a minor part) by the polydispersity
of the samples.

7.4.2 Small MwD differences in metallocene samples
With help of the metallocene samples also minor differences in the MwD could
be investigated. For this we used two samples with a ��� ≈ ) �� kg/mol, and two
samples with � � ≈ �� kg/mol, with varying MwD. As stated by Pattamaprom
and Larson (2001) the zero shear viscosity decreases slightly with a broadening
of the MwD. In our experiments a more rigorous effect is seen on the | � ∗| for
both ��� values (Fig. 7.11). The zero shear viscosity for the )���� kg/mol samples
are � *B�� Pa·s (for MwD=2.2) and B�+�� Pa·s (for MwD=2.9), which is a signif-
icant difference. For the ��� kg/mol, samples the � � values are: H 9�� 9�� Pa·s (for
MwD=2.0) and )H� )� Pa·s (for MwD=2.9).
These differences can not be explained in terms of differences in � � and MwD
as done by Pattamaprom and Larson (2001) because their influence should be
small, especially compared to the results of the Ziegler-Natta samples for which
similar zero-shear viscosities for much larger MwD differences were found. For
the samples with an � � of approximately ��� kg/mol this zero shear viscosity
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Figure 7.11: Complex viscosity (| � ∗|) mastercurves at [�R�R^ C. Left: �� ≈[ RR kg/mol, and for Right: �� ≈ \R kg/mol.

difference is about Q�R Pa·s, which is low and can be considered measurement
uncertainty. For the [ RR kg/mol samples these results could indicate that other
parameters play a role in this metallocene derived polymer.
Considering the relationship of log( � 	 ) versus log( �� )), the high � 	 samples
(with the lowest MwD) deviate from the trend-line, as illustrated in Fig. 7.10
(open triangles). These samples have not been used to fit the equation.

Thus far, the GPC measurements are considered to give correct values for ��
and the MwD. The GPC on the metallocene samples were measured with the
same procedure as the Ziegler-Natta samples. However, GPC is considered to be
less accurate with respect to low and very high molecular weights. This can also
be argued to be an explanation of the differences found.

7.5 General Correlations

7.5.1 Correlation between Ê and Ë\Ì
The Cross model parameter Í and the characteristic relaxation time ¯5° are both
time characteristic parameters. Furthermore both parameters are calculated from
the experimental linear viscoelasticity data. As discussed before in Section 7.3.3
and 7.3.5, these two parameters correlate with �ÏÎ � ��Ð dependent on the �� .
As shown in Fig. 7.12 the Í and ¯�° show a trend independent of the molecular
weight and of the synthesis route of the material (metallocene or Ziegler-Natta).
One metallocene sample does not lie on the trend line, the sample has been dis-
cussed before in Section 7.4.2.
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7.5.2 Molecular weight distribution dependency on Ô and ä{å
We attempted to find a relationship which describes the behavior of all materials
used in this chapter, irrespective of the ��� , MwD and different molecular struc-
tures obtained via various catalyst systems. Parameter 	 proved to be dependent
on the � � � � � as illustrated earlier for different � � s in Section 7.3.3. The � �
mainly dependents on the � � , but the influence of MwD could not be excluded.
Data presented by Incarnato et al. (1999) show that for MwD remains constant
with varying ��� the value for 	 and ��� are proportional, although this is not
stated by these authors. It can be argued that the proportionality between � � and	 at constant MwD reflects the fact that both parameters scale with an average
relaxation time of the samples. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.13.
The trend described in Fig. 7.13 only has two samples which are deviating. One
of those samples ( *������ 9���� ) has already been discussed in Section 7.4.2 and can
be safely removed. Overall, a satisfactory ”mastercurve” is obtained which is
remarkable considering the span of ��� and MwD covered. An important con-
clusion is that the Ziegler-Natta and metallocene samples seem to behave in the
same way.

7.5.3 The plateau modulus
In order to investigate the influence of tacticity we compare the results of the
plateau modulus of samples with different amounts of stereo-defects. The plateau
modulus is considered to be independent of molecular weight and polydisper-
sity. Therefore a good comparison can be made. In this work we made use of
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a very low isotacticity iPP (36.7 ,>�p���p� , C<(* ; Table 7.3) derived via similar
metallocene catalysis (Dietrich et al. (1999)) as well as of the highly isotactic
metallocene materials given in Table 7.3. For highly isotactic samples it is more
difficult to reach the plateau modulus, because of crystallization at low tempera-
tures which hinder measurement of the high frequency region. In order to further
check the influence of tacticity on the plateau modulus we used a highly isotactic
and high molecular weight ( ��� ≈ � )�9�� kg/mol) Ziegler-Natta derived sample.

The results, given in Fig. 7.14, suggest that all polypropylenes tested have a
similar j �Ù thus the same entanglement molecular weight.

In our measurements the plateau modulus is determined to be approximately ) ·� ��� Pa, leading to a � ß 0@��H� H kg/mol. The highly isotactic metallocene sample
(with similar � � and MwD), as well as the two Ziegler-Natta samples, show
the same trend with respect to j �Ù (Fig. 7.14) but the rubber plateau was never
reached for these samples. This clearly shows that independent of the synthesis
route and tacticity, a similar plateau modulus is found for all samples . Thus the
entanglement molecular weight of isotactic and poorly isotactic polypropylene
is independent of the synthesis route for the samples used.

The values we found for j �Ù are not compatible with the value of +�� H · � �� Pa,
found by Fetters et al. (1994), and they are marginally comparable with the (A� � ·� ��� Pa, found by Nobile and Cocchini (2001).
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7.6 Example: Influence of molecular weight distri-
bution on crystallization

Next we illustrate the influence of the MwD on the crystallization behavior of
isotactic polypropylene using series 1A. The dynamic experiments and analysis
presented in the preceding part of this chapter can be very useful in gaining more
understanding towards the crystallization behavior.
Crystallization of isotactic polypropylene is enhanced by deformation of the
polymer in the melt. Subtle orientation in the melt enhances the rate of crystal-
lization drastically. This is illustrated in isothermal crystallization experiments
as described in Swartjes (2001), Alfonso and Ziabicki (1995) and Vleeshouwers
and Meijer (1996). Crystallization can be studied in-situ by following the de-
velopment of the dynamic moduli, especially j ′ and é , during isothermal crys-
tallization. The samples have been investigated with and without a deformation
preceding the isothermal crystallization. Crystallization was performed at � +�A- C
after cooling from melt )�)��- C. Pre-shearing in the (undercooled) melt can be
done when the time scale of crystallization is relatively long compared to the
shearing time. In these experiments this is the case.
The samples measured without pre-shearing have an onset time ( è - � & ß â ) for crys-
tallization. This onset time is determined by the crossing of two lines, one at
the initial level of loss angle ( é (t)) and one at the ”steady crystal-growth region”
where é (t) has a steady slope. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.15.
The onset times for the series 1A samples, with and without pre-shear, are sum-
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marized in Table 7.4. The samples without pre-shearing have nearly the same�� but differ in MwD. The differences in MwD, possibly through differences
in relaxation time as reflected by the Cross model parameter Í , are probably
responsible for the differences found in the onset time without pre-shearing.

In crystallization two main parameters determine the crystallization kinetics: the
crystal-growth rate and the nucleation density (e.g. the amounts of spherulites).
Stadlbauer (2001) determined both for a series of linear polyethylenes mainly
varying in molecular weight. He found that in isothermal crystallization the
nucleation density increases with increasing �� while the crystal-growth rate
remains constant. Cecchin (1994) showed that the half time of crystallization
decreases when high �� iPP (up to 10% (w/w)) is blended with lower �� sam-
ples.
A comparable phenomenon occurs in our experiments. The increase in MwD
is accompanied by an increased quantity of high- �  chains, as illustrated in
their relaxation-time spectrum (Fig. 7.7). The higher- �  chains initiate a high
nucleation density, thus a higher overall crystallization rate.
Stadlbauer (2001) showed that the nucleation density increases together with�  . From our experiments it is evident that the high- �  tail of the MwD dom-
inates the crystallization behavior. Probably, the role of memory effects can not
be excluded.

Note that the anisotropy of the melt also influences the onset time for crystalliza-
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Table 7.4: Onset times for crystallization of the Ziegler-Natta samples
from series 1A. üÔè - � & ß â is the difference between the on-
set time with and without pre-shear. Molecular weights in
kg/mol.

Sample-name ��� �1ÍWV è - � & ß â without[s] è - � & ß â with[s] üDè - � & ß â è - � & ß â rel.ýcþ ��+��99�� ((�*�� H (�� � B �(A� ) 9�� B +�9�� + �A� *)Bý�ÿ ��A� �A��B� ) ��� (AH�BA� H HA� 9 H (��� � ��� * (�+9) �A� *H��ý�ÿ 99���A� 9A� � ��� (+���� H BA� * (�*��� ��� 9H ) +9�( �A� *B�*

tion. Longer chains need more time to reach complete isotropy, especially after
deformation in the melt (such as melt-pressing and pre-deformation correcting
for the gap height in the dynamic measurements).
To illustrated the influence of shear enhanced crystallization a relative onset time
for crystallization (è - � & ß â rel.) is defined:

è - � & ß â � � ? ��0 è - � & ß â E �
� � �����	��
�� 

− � �� ��� F − è - � & ß â E � � � ��
��  − � �� ��� Fè - � & ß â E � � � �����	��
��  − � �� ��� F (7.9)

This relative onset time shows a slight increase with the molecular weight dis-
tribution of the series 1 samples (Table 7.16), which is shown in Fig. 7.16. This
means that an increase in MwD stimulates the flow enhanced crystallization.
That effect is likely to be caused by relatively more high- ��� chains.
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Figure 7.16: The relative onset time (è - � & ß â rel.) for crystallization versus
the molecular weight distribution.
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7.7 Conclusions
In this chapter it has been shown that certain rheological- and crystallization-
parameters show strong relationships with the MwD and/or with MwD-related
variables.
The so-called ”polydispersity index” log( CDÆ ) shows a linear dependency on the
log( ���{� ��� ). This approach is purely empirical but effective.
We have shown that Ziegler-Natta and metallocene derived materials behave in
a similar way for three major melt properties: ”relaxation” as described by the
Cross model parameter 	 and 
 � , the zero shear viscosity � � and the plateau
modulus j �Ù . The latter parameter also provides prove that the influence of iso-
tacticity on the melt properties of the materials is minor.	 / ��� seems independent of ��� but depends essentially on MwD of the sam-
ple. 	 depends strongly on the MwD, and/or ��� � ��� while ��� only to a very
limited extent. Therefore 	 and also 
 � are good measures for average and/or
characteristic relaxation times of the sample. This could be important for shear
enhanced crystallization.
Some first experiments concerning flow enhanced crystallization show the rele-
vance of the MwD. These experiments show that the high molecular weight tail
of the sample largely influences the crystallization behavior of the polymer. Even
without pre-deformation in the melt a distinct difference between the samples is
observed.
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Appendix A

Shift-factors and simple constitutive
equations

A.1 Shift factor and WLF-fits

Experiments were done at different temperatures ranging from � *� to )�+��A- C.
Next, a mastercurve was constructed at )����- C, according to the time temperature
superposition principle (Macosko, 1991). The data were then fitted with the WLF
relation. The vertical

7 �
shift factor is in all cases between 0.9 and 1.1. Shifting

the experimental data has been done as described in Swartjes (2001). The shift
factors and their corresponding WLF constants are given in Tables A.1 and A.2.

Table A.1: Shift factors and WLF-fits of Ziegler-Natta serie 1A. 6 � are
the horizontal shift factors at the given temperatures, # ! and#%" are the WLF constants at 200 - # and � " is the correlation
coefficient of this fit.

Sample ID HA ��+��99�� HA ����� ��� BA� )��A� HA 99���A� 9A� � ���6 ! � � )A� HB�) )� *A� ( )A� *�� 96A! � � �� H�*�( ��� H *( �� HH +6" � � � � �6" " � ��� *��9 �A� *��9 ��� *�A�6 " � � - �A� +�9�� ��� ++��# ! )A� (�) )� ) +�� (�� *�A��# " ) *A)� *H )H�)A� ** (9�(�� *��� " �A� 9�99�� �A� 9��+ ��� 9��9
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Table A.2: Shift factors and WLF-fits of Ziegler-Natta serie 1B. 6 � are
the horizontal shift factors at the given temperatures, # ! and#%" are the WLF constants at 200 - # and � " is the correlation
coefficient of this fit.

Sample ID HA 9�9����HA� )��A� HA 9�9�����9�� � �A� HA 99��AH �AH� � ��� HA ��� �(A� +A� +����6 ! � � )� H�B�9 )A� H���� )A� *�A� )A� *(B6 ! � � ��� H�H) �� H�*) �� HH�H �� HH 96" � � � � � �6" " � − − − ��� *��96" � � �A� +BH ��� +AB�) ��� +*�( ��� +9�*# ! )� 9A�� (�� � ��+ (�� (AH + )A� )���+# " (A) ��� BA� (+���� (( (*)A� BB ) +9A� ��(� " �A� 9�9AB ��� 99�9� ��� 9�B ��� 99��

A.2 Data-fitting with simple constitutive equations
An analysis has been made of what simple constitutive equation could be used
best to describe the experimental data. This analysis is done on the basis of one
representative measurement. Three simple models are compared. The Cross-
model:

| � ∗| − � ∞� � − � ∞ 0 �� ; E 	 · kgF Ö ! − � × (A.1)

For our samples we consider � ∞ is zero. Therefore only the two parameters 	
and 4 have to be fitted. The Carreau-Yasuda model:

| � ∗| − � ∞��� − � ∞ 0 � � ; E 	 · k%F Þ � Ö � − ! × � Þ (A.2)

In our case the Carreau-Yasuda model is a three parameter model with 	 , 4 and6 . The third model used, is the Ellis model which is the similar to the Carreau-
Yasuda model but with � ∞= � and 6 = ) .
The parameters, 	 , 4 and 6 describe the shear thinning behavior of the material.
In between the ��� and the power-law region (described by the power-law index 4 )
is a transition region (region II, in Fig. 7.3). This transition region is described
in the Cross-model by 	 and in the Carreau-Yasuda model by 	 and 6 . The
width of the transition region (region II in Fig. 7.3) is constant when using the
Cross-equation. In the Carreau-Yasuda model the width of this transition region
(region II) is determined by the parameter 6 .
Figure A.1 illustrates the fits of the three models we considered. The Ellis model
shows a poor fitting of the experimental data, it underestimates �� and does not
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Figure A.1: Fitting of the first sample of series 1; MwD=3.8 with the
different simple constitutive equations.

show the right slope at the higher frequencies. The Carreau-Yasuda fit results
presented in Table A.3 show inconsistent trends in the parameters. These results
are the reason for us to use the Cross-model for fitting the experimental data
(from which the results are presented for this series in Section 7.3.3.

Table A.3: Results of fitting experimental data with the Carreau-Yasuda
model.

Sample ID HA R��R�__�\ HA R�R�P R�P UA] [�RAP HA __�R\AP _A] P R�P
�! �" Q�] \ N] _ U] M� 	 ¡ L$# · % ¢ \�MAU \ _M�Q\ P QR�\R
Í ¡ % ¢ R�] [�RU RA] Q�MR R�] \�P Q� ¡−¢ R�] [�Q�R RA] [ QAN R�] PP M
# ¡− ¢ R�] ���R RA] �[�R R�] QR�R

A.3 Relaxation-time spectra
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Table A.4: Data points of the relaxation-time spectra of series 1A.

HA �+��9�9� HA ����� ��� BA� )��A� HA 9�9����� 9�� � �A�
 Û j Û 
 Û j Û 
 Û j Û
0.00516 87750 0.00412 71440 0.00421 64530

0.137 21490 0.126 19295 0.132 15170
3.639 1017 3.854 1272 4.117 1040
96.65 27.2 117.9 30.39 128.7 48.99

2567.1 0.835 3604 1.158 4025 2.066

Table A.5: Data points of the relaxation-time spectra of series 1B.

HA 9�9����HA� )��A� HA 9�9�����9�� � �A�
 Û j Û 
 Û j Û
0.00193 76890 0.0033 72080
0.0260 29270 0.0743 14710
0.348 3918 1.67190 780.3
4.676 195.3 37.64 26.78
62.77 7.96 847.6 1.059
842.4 0.175 - -

HA 9�9�H��HA� � �A� HA �A� ��(�� +�� +�A�
 Û j Û 
 Û j Û
0.00325 55440 0.00373 47690
0.0738 14370 0.117 8711
1.676 1094 3.650 490.7
38.06 40.55 114.2 20.55
864.2 2.103 3570 0.810
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Technology assessment

Polypropylene is a thermoplastic polymer and is able to crystallize due to its
stereoregular chain configuration. The advantage of thermoplastic synthetic poly-
mers is that they can be reversibly be melted and solidified, either via crystalliza-
tion (semi-crystalline thermoplasts) or via vitrification (amorphous polymers).
Another class of materials of interest are the elastomers. Characteristic for these
materials is their rubber elastic behavior and low glass transition temperature,
T © , viz. elastomers are soft materials at ambient temperature. In order to obtain
elastic behavior, viz. full recoverability after deformation, a physical or chemical
network is needed, thermoplastic vs. thermoset rubbers, respectively.
In the case of a chemical network, well known examples are of natural rubber
and a large variety of synthetic rubbers, vulcanized with sulfur and/or peroxides
(cross-linking) in order to achieve fully recoverable elastic behavior.
The class of thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) possess physical cross-links. These
TPEs display mechanical properties similar to the thermoset (vulcanized) rub-
bers but have, due to their thermoplastic behavior, many advantages in terms
of synthesis, processibility and recyclability. Examples are styrene based TPEs
with triblock structures. In general, these TPEs are rather expensive materials
(usual ¤ÕH Euro/kg) and the so-called permanent set, viz. full recoverability, is
not always met in practice.

The ultimate challenge is to produce cheap thermoplastic elastomers possessing
full elastic behavior, viz. the physical ”crosslinks” should act in a compara-
ble manner as the classical chemical crosslinks. Low tactic PPs, as discussed
in the thesis, could be the ”ideal” thermoplastic elastomer in terms of price-
performance.
At present, low tactic PPs are investigated as TPEs for specific applications. At
this point in time, however, very high molar mass PPs, ¤³� � n kg/mol, are re-
quired for full recovery after (repeated) deformation. This poses serious limita-
tions on the processibility via conventional melt-processing routes and more ex-
pensive routes are needed, e.g. solution processing. This also demonstrates that
the elastomeric properties of low tactic PPs are strongly dependent on the pres-
ence of a so-called entanglement network, rather then on the presence of physical
crosslinks. In the thesis, it has been shown however that the crystallinity of low
tactic PPs increases upon annealing at ambient temperatures. Consequently, fur-
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ther investigations are needed to optimise the effect of physical crosslinks (based
on crystallinity/crystalline domains) vs. molar mass (viz. entanglements).



Samenvatting

Polypropyleen (PP) is ontdekt in de jaren 50 van de vorige eeuw door Giulio
Natta in Milaan. Sinds die tijd is PP uitgegroeid tot een zeer succesvol bulkpo-
lymeer met tal van soorten (grades) voor specifieke toepassingen. Door middel
van een betere controle van de polymerisatiereacties is het momenteel mogelijk
om iPP te vervaardigen met variërende mechanische eigenschappen, van thermo-
plast tot ”zachte” elastomeer. De stereo-regulariteit en de verdeling van stereo-
defecten in de isotactische PP-keten spelen daarbij een cruciale rol.
De mate van stereo-regulariteit en de verdeling van deze stereo-defecten in de
polymeerketen zijn sterk afhankelijk van de katalysator en van de polymerisatie-
condities. In dit proefschrift is het kristallisatiegedrag van isotactisch polypropy-
leen (iPP) met variërende tacticiteit onderzocht. De moleculaire structuur van
deze materialen is afhankelijk van de katalysator die gebruikt is tijdens de poly-
merisatie. Zo hebben materialen vervaardigd met metalloceen katalysatoren een
willekeurige verdeling van de stereo-defecten, terwijl bij gebruik van Ziegler-
Natta katalysatoren een blokstructuur van stereo-defecten ontstaat. In dit on-
derzoek is gebruik gemaakt van technieken als: grote hoek röntgenverstrooiing,
elektronenmicroscopie, calorimetrie en reometrie.
Voor beide typen moleculaire structuren die zijn onderzocht, respectievelijk PPs
vervaardigd met Ziegler-Natta vs. metalloceen katalysatoren, is waargenomen
dat een toename van de concentratie stereo-defecten gepaard gaat met een verla-
ging van de kristalliniteit. Tegelijkertijd wordt een toename van de zogenaamde� fase waargenomen, vooral bij langzaam koelen vanuit de smelt. Bij via me-
talloceen katalyse bereide materialen is de invloed van stereo-defecten groter in
vergelijking met via Ziegler-Natta katalyse bereide materialen. Het verschil in
moleculaire structuur wordt ook waargenomen in duidelijke verschillen in smelt-
punt. Voor beide structuren wordt een afnemende smelttemperatuur gevonden
voor afnemende tacticiteit, alhoewel de Ziegler-Natta materialen een structureel
hoger smeltpunt hebben dan de metalloceen materialen met vergelijkbare tac-
ticiteit. De morfologie die gevonden werd in de Ziegler-Natta materialen is bijna
identiek aan de literatuurdata, de � fase lamellae die overgroeid zijn met � fase
zijn daarvan een voorbeeld. De metalloceen materialen van de andere kant ver-
tonen variaties in de morfologie die meer complex zijn. Zo vertoont laag isotac-
tisch metalloceen PP gekromde lamellae welke veroorzaakt zouden kunnen zijn
doordat willekeurig verdeelde stereo-defecten zich gedeeltelijk in de kristallen
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bevinden.
Aanvullend op de vastestof-analyse van deze nieuwe serie materialen is het gedrag
van polypropylenen in de smelt onderzocht. De twee verschillende katalysator-
systemen, met name de Ziegler-Natta katalysatoren, kunnen verschillende mo-
lecuulgewichtsverdelingen opleveren, bijvoorbeeld een hoog moleculaire staart
aan de molecuulgewichtsverdeling. Er is aangetoond dat verschillende reolo-
gische grootheden geschikt zijn om molecuulgewichtsverdelingen of verwante
variabelen te beschrijven. Twee relaxatie-tijd afhankelijke variabelen, de karak-
teristieke relaxatie-tijd en de constante 	 van het Cross model, blijken met elkaar
te correleren. Deze twee parameters afzonderlijk correleren weer met een verde-
ling van molecuulgewichten beschreven door � � � � � . En een afhankelijkheid
van de molecuulgewichtsverdeling ( � � � � � ) is gevonden voor 	m� � � , welke on-
afhankelijk is van zowel de gevolgde syntheseroute van het materiaal als van het
molecuulgewicht. Verder is bewezen dat de isotacticiteit geen invloed heeft op
het smeltgedrag met betrekking tot de plateau modulus.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Crystallization of isotactic polypropylene
The influence of stereo-defects

Frank van der Burgt

1. De kristallijne � en � fase van isotactisch polypropyleen vertonen vele over-
eenkomsten, daarom lijkt het tegenstrijdig dat de ”crosshatching” gezien
wordt als een defect van de � fase terwijl de thermodynamisch stabielere �
fase gebaseerd is op hetzelfde moleculaire fenomeen.

• Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3

2. De gekromde kristallen in isotactisch polypropeen met een hoge concen-
tratie stereo-defecten lijken een gevolg te zijn van kristallijne defecten, in
tegenstelling tot wat Lovinger en Khoury beweren dat dit een begin stadium
van sferulietvorming is.

• Microscopie behandeld in dit proefschrift in de hoofdstukken 4 en 6

3. Voor het vormen van de ”perfecte” � fase, met andere woorden een � fase
met weinig kristallografische defecten, worden relatief korte maar perfecte
isotactische ketensegmenten geprefereerd.

• Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk 5 en 6

4. Isotactisch polypropeen met veel stereo-defecten vertoont rubberachtig (elas-
tomeer) gedrag dat meer samenhangt met het zogenaamde ”entanglement
netwerk” (verstrengelingen) dan met de vorming van kleine kristallijne do-
meinen als fysische knooppunten.

• Dit proefschrift samen met niet gepubliceerde resultaten

5. Het ontdekken van relaties tussen verschillende parameters is niet moeilijk,
het is alleen veel werk.

• Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 7



6. Het feit dat polypropyleen een bulkpolymeer is betekent niet per definitie
dat er niets meer aan te onderzoeken valt.

• Dit proefschrift

7. Een echte wetenschapper blijft zijn hele leven student.

8. Watson in 1968: ”One could be a successful scientist without realizing that,
in contrast to the popular conception supported by newspapers and mothers
of scientists, a goodly number of scientists are not only narrow-minded and
dull, but also just stupid”.

• James D. Watson, The double helix (1968), Signet, New York, p.18

9. De perfecte organisatie zou een ongelooflijke mislukking worden omdat er
dan geen reden bestaat tot klagen.

• Uit eigen chaotische ervaring

10. Als u mensen van vleierij onthoudt, berooft u hen van veel dat hun leven
gelukkig maakt.

• G.Weinberg and D. Rowe, Will power! (1996). St. Martin’s Press,
New York, p.88

11. Een klassieke fout die veel mensen maken is ervan uitgaan dat anderen het-
zelfde denken als zij. Dit belemmert zowel de communicatie met anderen
als de ruimdenkendheid, maar het is bovenal desastreus voor zelfkritiek.

12. Muziek is eigenlijk hetzelfde als politiek, als het geluid dat je maakt door
veel mensen als plezierig wordt ervaren, kun je het ver schoppen.

13. Als je hart leeg is maakt het niet uit wat er in je hoofd zit.
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